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WE NETWORK
We Network.

Customer Value into New Experience

Social Problems with Creative Solutions

Our Employee's Capability up to Lifetime Employability

Digital Technology for Business Innovation

That is why We are SK networks.
We create greater happiness together.
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Dear respected stakeholders,

It is a great pleasure to greet you through the third sustainabil-

ity report. We would like to show our sincere gratitude for your 

concerns and supports to SK networks for the last 67 years. 

Even during the global instability and domestic economic 

stagnation, SK networks has created a foundation for sustain-

able growth by rearranging its business portfolio focused on 

rental business. The Rent-a-Car Business, one of the two big-

gest growths engines, acquired AJ rent-a-car in the early 2019 

and maintained its market position at the top 2. Then, it was 

completely integrated into SK rent-a-car at the end of 2019. 

Another growth engine, SK magic was successful through the 

rising competition in the home appliances market by exceed-

ing 1.8 million of user accounts and achieving KRW 80 billion of 

operating profits, which resulted in 20% annual growth. Other 

existing businesses were able to firmly strengthen profitability 

through the risk management and innovation in working meth-

ods. Furthermore, we strived to create social values. Priority ar-

eas were derived from stakeholder engagement to materialize 

social issues that could be solved by our competence. In partic-

ular, SK networks launched an ICT recycling brand, ‘MINTIT’ to 

invigorate the circular economy, thereby realizing social value 

creation through environmental pollution reduction and dona-

tions. In addition, we selected the 2nd Mobility Bank and de-

livered a total of 68 vehicles to socioeconomic companies, and 

we are developing social values with them. We plan to further 

enhance our stakeholders’ happiness in 2020 as well by taking 

steps as follows. 

First, we will innovate customer values by applying digital 

technologies and accelerate growth based on the rental busi-

ness.

SK networks thinks and takes actions in the perspective of cus-

tomers to relentlessly identify their pain points and also focus 

our capacities on resolving these issues. We will also precisely 

understand pain points of customers, solve them creatively, 

and innovate customer values by adopting digital technology 

to products and services Moreover, SK networks will continu-

ously pursue selection and concentration so that the rental 

businesses centered on consumer goods can lead the compa-

ny’s growth. 

SK magic endeavors to extend its solid growth story. SK rent-a-

car will enhance the financial soundness through business effi-

ciency and profitability improvement, thereby strengthening the 

business stability and preparing for the future mobility market. 

Second, we will boost the ESG standard constantly.

SK networks will perform ESG execution activities by taking 

the following steps. We will recognize that the society’s sus-

tainability is the prerequisite for the company’s sustainability. 

Moreover, we will manage and improve our non-financial fac-

tors such as environmental performance, social performance, 

and governance development by fortifying the environmental 

performance and compliance management including shared 

growth, fair trade, and ethical management.

Third, we will focus on creating social values.

SK networks will clearly understand that social value creation 

is another methodology for the Biz Model innovation and im-

plement it to respond to needs for the company’s social role. 

Additionally, we will strengthen our efforts for utilizing the Biz 

Model in creating social values. Everyone in the world including 

Korea is suffering from the COVID-19. During such crisis, SK net-

works intends to identify difficulties in the society and provide 

solutions based on our competences in order to recover from 

the issue with the stakeholders. 

Lastly, we will create a company with happy employees.

In the articles of incorporation, SK networks included that the 

ultimate goal of its business activities is the employees’ hap-

piness, which is the core of the recently amended SK Manage-

ment System (SKMS). We will promote the happiness strategy 

and strive to maintain the culture of lateral communication 

based on mutual respect and consideration. Moreover, we will 

raise life-span competitiveness of individual employees by pro-

viding means to build their capacities passionately and endeav-

or for creating sustainable happiness for them by preparing for 

the ‘100-year life’. 

From 2020 at the starting point of a new decade, we promise 

you that we will elevate your happiness as a platform that con-

nects customers, society, and affiliates to happiness. We would 

like to ask for your continued trust, concern, and support. 

CEO MESSAGE

CEO & Chairman   Choi, Shin-Won CEO & President   Park, Sang Kyu
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ABOUT COMPANY

SK networks 
The beginning of SK networks in 1953 was a flare to announce a new start of the Korean economy which had been stagnated due to the Korean 

War. The name of Sunkyung Textiles, the former body of SK networks, is a composition of the words: ‘Shiny (Sun)’ and ‘Great (Kyung)’. Since then, 

SK networks has been a pioneer who has given dreams and hopes to the public. To properly carry out its name, ‘networks’, SK networks now 

plans to bring bigger happiness to the society by connecting stakeholder values through its business.

Key Businesses
Based on the competitive advantages in domestic/overseas network bases, superior trade relations, and distribution capabilities, SK networks 

has conducted the Information & Communication Distribution Business focused on mobile phones and the Global Trading Business. We also 

operate the Mobility Business based on the car rental and minor maintenance, as well as the Lifestyle Business that includes environmental 

home appliances rentals and hotel management. 

Founded 1953

CEO Choi, Shin-Won & Park, Sang Kyu

HQ Location SK Myeongdong Bldg., 90, Namdaemun-ro, Jung-gu, Seoul, Republic of Korea

Total Assets KRW 10.1388 trillion

Revenue KRW 13.0542 trillion

Operating Profits KRW 109.4 billion

No. of Employees SK networks 2,227 persons (including Walkerhill); SK magic 1,092 persons

Credit Rating AA- (Stable) (Dec. 31, 2019; based on corporate bond; Korea Investors Service, NICE Investors Services, Korea Ratings)

(As of December 31, 2019, K-IFRS consolidated)

Key Subsidiaries

SK magic 
Co., Ltd.

SK networks 
service 

Co., Ltd.

SK rent-a-car 
Co., Ltd.

(prev. AJ Rentacar)

SK rent-a-car 
service 

Co., Ltd.

SK pinx 
Co., Ltd.

Home appliances and 
rental business

Car rental 
business

Resorts/golf 
courses operation 

Communications network 
operation and IT equipment 
distribution

Short-term rental 
sales support

1953 1962 1973 1976 1995 1999 2003 2009 2011 2014 2016 2017 2019

Founded Sunkyung 
Textiles

Rewarded Gold Tower 
at the Order of Industri-
al Service Merit

Exceeded 3,000
 in no. of SK gas stations

Changed company 
name to SK networks

Exceed 100 mi. in 
accumulated sales of 
mobile phones

Took over SK magic 
(prev. Dongyang Magic)

Acquired shares 
of AJ rent-a-car

Exported rayon textiles 
to Hong Kong for the 

first time in the industry

Merged 
with SpeedMate and 

SK Distribution
Merged 

with Walkerhill

Launched 
SK rent-a-car

Opened Korea’s first 
capsule hotel, Dara-

kHyu, at Walkerhill

Took over Sunil Textiles and changed name to Sunkyung
Designated as the General Trading Company/

Rewarded USD 100M Export Tower

Growth Process
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2019 MAIN ACHIEVEMENT

Nominated as the Best ESG Company by KCGS

Korea Corporate Governance Service (KCGS) evaluates environmental, social, and gover-

nance (ESG) performances of Korean companies and announces their ratings annually. Well 

performed companies are given awards according to their performances. SK networks has 

enhanced the execution capacities such as developing social value (SV) measurement and 

creation models to create SV and established the Ethical Management system by operating 

an exclusive organization for ethical management and building a system to control and 

assess ethical risks. 

Therefore, at the ESG evaluation in 2019, we acquired ‘A+’ rating which is given to the top 

eight companies and were nominated as the Best ESG Company. SK networks plans to keep 

contributing to spreading the socially responsible corporate culture by advancing the ESG 

performance and become highly recognized as an outstanding ESG practitioner. 

Created the ICT Recycling Culture through MINTIT 

Korea’s biggest mobile device distributor, SK networks launched a recycling business brand, 

‘MINTIT’ in 2019. This is our first step into the used information and communications technol-

ogy (ICT) device distribution market which has high potential and effects for creating both 

environmental and social values. 

Customers can now sell their used phones through the Korea’s first AI-based unmanned 

booth called ‘MINTIT ATM’ installed in markets nationwide. MINTIT ATM provides the cus-

tomers highly convenient and prompt trading-in environment without personal informa-

tion leakage. MINTIT ATM also enables deleting all personal data in the seller’s phone. MINTIT 

runs the ‘MINTIT Project’ that allows customers to donate their used phones to socially ne-

glected children as a means to sponsor their IT education. In addition to forming a donation 

culture by recycling used phones, we also strive to minimize environmental impacts caused 

from mobile phone wastes by providing incentives to phone wastes and establishing part-

nerships with small and medium enterprises (SMEs) with expertise related to recycling. 

SK magic Rewarded CES Innovation Award

SK magic was awarded ‘CES Innovation Award’ in 2019 for the three products such as JIKSOO 

Ice & Water Purifier, Motion Air Purifier, and Triple Care Dishwasher. ‘CES Innovation Award’ 

is given to products exhibited at the ‘Innovation Awards Showcase’ at the world’s largest 

home appliances exhibition, Consumer Electronics Show (CES) hosted by CTA*. 

SK magic’s products have received good appraisals in all criteria including technology, de-

sign, and customer value. In particular, the three-way (clean/dry/store) total care technology 

of the Triple Care Dishwasher, the stainless JIKSOO pipe and sterilization of All-in-one JIKSOO 

Water Purifier, and the smart sensor and motion technology of Motion Air Purifier received 

high recognition. SK magic plans to continuously launch innovative products that can make 

customers’ lives healthier and easier by prioritizing customer values. 
*CTA: Consumer Technology Association

Opened an Online Tire Shopping Mall, ‘Tire Pick’. 

In July 2019, SpeedMate launched ‘Tire Pick’, an online smart solution for tire purchase that 

solves both inconvenience and difficulty of tire replacement at once. Tire Pick offers tire search 

service based on the vehicles’ license plate number as the first in the industry, while presenting 

innovate customer service by introducing the 30-day exchange service at no cost. 

Tire Pick has become new channel for purchasing tires. Tire Pick achieved more than 10,000 

visitors on the 100th day of opening and sold about 15,000 tires in 2019. We plan to maximize 

synergy between online and offline services by extending our service to the valet installa-

tion which does not require visits to service centers.

Certified for the Best Family Friendly Management

‘The Best Family Friendly Management Certificate’ is provided by the Ministry of Gender 

Equality and Family (MOGEF) to companies that operate the family friendly management 

exemplarily. SK networks acquired the certificate after the evaluation on 13 common areas 

including legal compliance with the Labor Standards Act. It also includes the support for 

work-life balance and 24 conglomerates areas including the top management leadership, 

HR systems and employee satisfaction. This certificate is valid until 2022; however, SK net-

works plans to lead the Family Friendly Management continuously by improving the system 

and its use, without being satisfied with the certificate. 

MINTIT ATMKCGS ‘Best ESG Company Award Ceremony 2019’ License Plate Number-based Tire Size Search Service CES Innovation Award Product Exhibition

Best Family Friendly Management Certificate
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Since founded as a textile company on April 8, 1953, SK networks have executed mobile phone-focused ICT distribution and global 

trading businesses based on its competitive advantages such as domestic/overseas network bases, superior trade relations, and logis-

tics capacities. Moreover, we are leading the growth business including the Car Biz. Business centered on car rentals and minor mainte-

nance and environmental home and kitchen appliances, while also operating the Walkerhill Hotels & Resorts. SK networks has adjusted 

business portfolio as a consumer goods rental business in order to evolve into a leading company in the shared economy. 

We acquired SK magic in 2016 and AJ rent-a-car in 2019, established an integrated corporation, SK rent-a-car in 2020, and are con-

stantly promoting selection and concentration, such as selling the Oil Product Retail Business, to accelerate our growth. Lastly, we 

are reducing our impacts on environment and climate change and strengthening the sustainable management activities through the 

dissolution of the coal business.  

BUSINESS OVERVIEW 

SPEEDMATE
Car maintenance, auto part sales 
and replacement services

3.1

SK MAGIC SUBSIDIARY

Environmental home appliances 
rental and kitchen appliances sales

6.7

WALKERHILL
Hotel lodging, food & beverage, 
and banquet services

2.1

REVENUE 2019

KRW 13 trillion 

GLOBAL
Global trading in chemical, 
materials, steel, and car products

32.4

INFORMATION & 
COMMUNICATIONS
Distribution of mobile phones 
and ICT devices

44.7

RENT-A-CAR
Short to long-term car rental 
service

11.0

JAPAN

VIETNAM

MALAYSIA

INDONESIA

U.S. (LA)

GERMANY

IRAN

U.A.ESeoul

Gyeonggi

Daejeon

Daegu

Busan

REPUBLIC OF KOREA

Jeonnam

Taiwan

Xiamen

Shanghai

Shenyang

Dandong

Pinghu

Hong Kong

CHINA

• 7 corporations (incl. 3 steel coil centers)  

• 2 branches (Shanghai, Taiwan)

18 GLOBAL OUTPOSTS
• 13 Overseas Corporations

• 5 Branches/Offices

*As of May 2020

BRAZIL

Revenue by Business Division (unit: %)

Guangzhou
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*PX : Paraxylene

*PTA : Purified Terephthalic Acid

*MEG : Monoethylene Glycol

*BZ : Benzene

*SM : Styrene Monomer

*Tol : Toluene

*MX : Mixed Xylene

*MeOH : Methanol

*PU : Polyurethane

2017 2018 2019

Revenue (KRW 100M) 64,892 54,103 42,371
Global outposts (EA) 27 28 28

� Focused Implementation Tasks 2020

� Social Value Creation through Business

Continue cooperative relations with global major customers and develop new projects

Chemical Materials Business handles various petrochemical products such as PX*, PTA*, MEG*, BZ*, SM*, Tol*, MX*, 

MeOH*, solvents, and PU* raw materials. We are recognized as a key player in imports/exports and domestic sales 

(Korea and China) through long-term trades with global petrochemical companies. We are expanding our business 

based on the largest demander, Chinese market, and are exploring means to move forward to the America and 

Southeast Asia in accordance with the changes in supply and demand in the petrochemical market. In addition, we 

intend to continuously develop our chemical materials business by starting the growth businesses including semi-

conductors and batteries. 

CHEMICAL MATERIAL

BM 
INNOVATION

ECO-FRIENDLY BUSINESS 
DEVELOPMENT

EFFICIENT 
RESOURCES USE

GLOBAL
TRADING

GLOBAL TRADING
Global B2B Marketer based on Customers and Location Bases

Based on the 50-year-long experience in the global business, SK networks is equipped with a variety of differentiated 

competitiveness including superior global sourcing, excellent information resources and strategic networking, and it 

performs the global trading of industrial materials such as chemicals, steels and cars. We are conducting global business 

of our key items based on the global outposts and securing a stable income structure through strategic partnerships 

with major global suppliers. We will continue to promote a continuous growth by establishing solid business platforms 

at each business sector and expand business sectors in relative industries by forming an omnidirectionally cooperative 

relationship with major global customers for exploring future growth engines.

GLOBAL DIVISION

� Performances 2017 – 2019

*Revenue in 2019 included profits from the discontinued business.
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*CKD: Complete Knock Down (Exporting parts, assembly at destination)

*CBU: Complete Built Up (Assembled products)

*DKD: Disassembly Knock Down (Exporting disassembled cars, assembly at destination)

SK networks is not only supplying various steel products to international buyers, but also expanding customer con-

tacts through global outposts including local processing/distribution centers. The Steel business supplies steels pro-

duced in domestic or overseas to the overseas market. We conduct the global trading with the partnerships with such 

steel producers as POSCO, Hyundai Steel, Dongkuk Steel and Dongbu Steel of Korea, and Wuhan Iron & Steel, Anshan 

Iron & Steel, Shagang, and Taiyuan Iron & Steel and ArcelorMittal of China and other regions. 

Furthermore, we are expanding triangular-trade through the supply of products made by overseas manufacturers. 

Our main products include hot rolling, heavy plates, cold rolling/plating materials, long products, and stainless steels, 

and we also supply products in various areas such as construction, shipbuilding and home appliances. The target 

nations for our export cover from such Asian nations as China, Japan, Taiwan, Southeast Asia and India to all over the 

world such as the Middle East, Europe, the Americas and Australia.

STEEL
The Automotive Business is supplying domestic/overseas cars and relevant products including CKD*, CBU* and auto 

parts to global buyers and expanding market segments. We are actively conducting global trading through partner-

ships with domestic manufacturers such as Hyundai Motor Company, Kia Motors Corporation, and Ssangyong Motor 

Company, and foreign manufacturers such as Renault Motors of France, and SAIC and Changan Automobile of China. 

The key products also include CKD, DKD*, relevant auto parts and production facilities focused on manufactured cars, 

and they are mainly sold to the Middle East, Europe and Asia. 

Our Automotive Business is rapidly growing after the first exporting of domestic cars and auto parts to the Middle 

East in 2014, the business expansion based on the strategic partnership with mass customers in 2016, and the prod-

uct line expansion to Chinese cars in 2017. Since 2018, we have strengthened a stable income base by continuously 

exploring new markets to Africa, Southwest Asia, and Europe from the existing main market in the Middle East. We 

plan to keep reinforcing the stable business portfolio, expanding the global supply chain and market, and discovering 

new products such as auto parts. Moreover, through the continuous customer value exploring, we will enhance our 

profits and growth based on thorough risk management.

AUTOMOTIVE
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� Focused Implementation Tasks 2020

� Social Value Creation through Business

Change the Biz Model centered on distribution by securing the Business Ownership such as brands, customers, and products

Expand social value creation of the circular economy BM based on customer value innovation

SK networks, as the biggest mobile phone distributor in Korea, supplies mobile devices demanded by customers 

through the nationwide logistics infrastructure and purchase platform-based distribution network. Based on the 

partnerships with SK telecom, the Korea’s largest mobile communication service provider, and other manufacturers 

over the world, we accomplished to sell 6.5 million mobile phone devices in 2019. Even in the gradually stagnating 

market environment, we have provided loan/payment services and purchase system to improve agencies’ purchase 

convenience and strengthened the business model through sales consulting to develop together with 1,041 agen-

cies nationwide. The Mobile Device Business will expand the role of SK networks in the mobile phone distribution 

market through a continuous value creation for its clients, thereby securing significant profits and stable growth. 

WHOLESALE OF MOBILE DEVICES

ICT MARKETING

*ITAD (IT Asset Disposition): A business of SK networks service that establishes a transparent trade process and an ecosystem of resources recycling among 

clients through the platform for selling idle and unused IT assets

2017 2018 2019

Revenue (KRW 100M) 51,720 51,842 58,317
No. of mobile phone sales (10,000EA) 735 697 650
No. of mobile phone agencies (EA) 1,150 1,065 1,041

� Performances 2017 – 2019

*Revenue in 2019 included profits from the discontinued business.

INFORMATION & COMMUNICATIONS

ICT Distribution Platform that relieves customers’ pain points 
during the entire life span of ICT products

SK networks sold 6.5 million devices in 2019 and is fortifying its position as the Korea’s No.1 mobile phone distributor 

based on the largest sales network and nationwide distribution system in the domestic market. Even through the drastic 

changes in the mobile distribution market, we have launched various ICT products to ease customers’ digital life and 

established the ecosystem of used phone recycling. Supported by these innovations in business models, we are success-

fully performing business diversification. 

One of our affiliates, SK networks service conducts businesses in network operation of partner companies, mobile device 

after-sales service, IT asset disposition (ITAD) service, used ICT device recovery, and IT solution service. SK networks plans 

to advance its business portfolio by expanding its brands, products, and customers, while strengthening its competi-

tiveness in mobile device distribution. Especially, we are pursuing shared growth with clients by improving the agency 

purchase system in loan and payment based on the partnership with service providers and manufacturers. We will move 

forward to becoming a sustainable ICT distribution platform through social value creation in the resources recycling 

business such as used phone recycling. 

USED PHONE 
DISTRIBUTION

ITAD* 
BUSINESS

ICT DEVICE 
DISTRIBUTION

RESOURCES RECYCLING

VULNERABLE SOCIAL 
GROUP SUPPORT

CUSTOMER INFORMATION 
PROTECTION

INFORMATION ASYMMETRY 
RESOLUTION
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SK networks offers an integrated shipping service to customers through the nationwide logistics infrastructure and 

system capacities. With the logistics experience in mobile devices, we are expanding our services from ICT devices 

to various areas such as a third-party logistics and warehousing. We are also in the process of moving to a bigger 

distribution center in the Seoul Capital Area (SCA) to satisfy customers’ shipping demands. Starting in 2021, we will 

establish the integrated logistics system based on the new SCA distribution center, thereby growing into the Korea’s 

top logistics service provider with SCM* capacity. 
*SCM: Supply Chain Management

LOGISTICS SERVICE

SK networks began the used phone recycling business to expand usability of resources and improve the untrans-

parent trade structure. Our brand, MINTIT, newly created the untact used phone trade culture through using auto-

mated teller machines (ATMs) equipped with the unmanned appraisal technology and convenient user interface (UI) 

and user experience (UX). Through affiliations with big supermarkets, we installed around 300 unmanned ATMs at 

customer contact points in 2019 and built a 3-minute process from remote appraisal to payment, thereby securing 

customer trust and creating convenient trade structure. We also maximized the circular value of used phones by 

reducing unnecessary logistics process. By collaborating with non-governmental organizations (NGOs) such as Save 

the Children, we will enlarge customer contact points based on the untact technology. In addition, we will realize 

customer values through the recycling of used mobile phones and other ICT devices including PC and tablets and 

strengthen our business model so that social values of resources circulation are dispersed widely.  
*Untact: indirect; remote (opposite for face-to-face)

USED ICT DEVICES DISTRIBUTION

022 023

 YOUTUBE

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC5bT0Fy-Ui6jJLPvw0P051g


SK networks is establishing mobile-centered logistics platform and expanding customers of our brand through the 

launching of various ICT products as a response to increased demands for ICT devices. Our ICT brand, ‘APRIL X STONE’ 

pursues ‘completing a space’ for customers and self-planned and launched about 10 different ICT products including 

wireless-charged fans and Bluetooth headphones and speakers. In addition, we partnered with Save the Children 

to develop products, thereby enhancing our brand values through new creation of social values. We are continuing 

to expand the business through the brand story that offers emotion and convenience to customers’ mobile life by 

entering the global market. 

ICT DEVICE PLANNING/DISTRIBUTION 

SK networks service has executed operation and maintenance of networks of its affiliates such as SK telecom and SK 

broadband, IT equipment distribution, and mobile device AS. We extended products and services by exploring new 

solution technologies, AI system equipment, and contents distribution to expand the variety of B2B clients. We also 

extended the existing AS business to expand the business scope to the integrated maintenance/repair business that 

includes ICT asset management and recycling for retail franchises. SK networks service will strengthen technological 

capacities, products, and services in order to become the ‘Tech-based Optimized ICT Solution Organizer’. 

SK NETWORKS SERVICE SUBSIDIARY
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The Long-term Individual Rent-a-Car Business is offered to individual customers or self-employers car rental contracts 

from 3 to 5 years. Every process of the vehicle management from taxes, maintenance, insurance, accident settlement, 

and sales is conducted by SK rent-a-car to provide convenient and cost-efficient service to our customers. In particu-

lar, SK Long-term rent-a-car provides various and differentiated membership services such as short-term free vouch-

ers and repair discounts and is enhancing customer convenience using the ‘SK Long-term rent-a-car Direct’ applied 

with AI and VR technologies. Furthermore, our salespeople plays their role as an exclusive consultant of customers, 

which makes us differ from the competitors.

LONG-TERM INDIVIDUAL RENT-A-CAR BUSINESS

RENT-A-CAR

2017 2018 2019

Revenue (KRW 100M) 6,089 7,507 14,400
No. of rental car permits 

(EA)
87,480 108,426 195,301

Awards

1st in KSSI 
(2015-2017)

Minister’s Award by the Ministry of 
Science and ICT

(The Internet Business Sector at The 12th Korean Internet Award)

1st in NCSI 
Grand prize at the 1st 

Chosun Ilbo
National Brand Awards 

(Rental Car Sector)

1st in KS-WEI
(rent-a-car) 

for 8 consecutive years
(Korean Standard Well-Being & Environment Index)

� Performances 2017 – 2019

� Focused Implementation Tasks 2020

� Social Value Creation through Business

Improve the existing BM profitability

Promote new market expansion using DT/SV

Prepare for BM innovation to respond to the New Mobility changes

Establish the corporate culture of SK networks

EXPAND 
ECO-FRIENDLY 

CARS

MAXIMIZE 
CAR 

SHARING

REDUCE GHG

LEAD ECO-FRIENDLY 
CONSUMPTION

MAXIMIZE  ECONOMIC/
SOCIAL MOBILITY EFFICIENCY

CAR 
RENTAL

*Revenue in 2019 included profits from the discontinued business.    **Performance in 2019 reflected the acquisition of AJ rent-a-car. 

CAR RENTAL

SK rent-a-car is an automotive company that leads the Total Automotive After Market and runs about 170 nationwide 

network points and consumes about 20.7% market share (based on number of vehicle permits). The Long-term Corpo-

rate Rent-a-Car provides the ‘Smart Link’ service which is a smart car maintenance system that applied with the world’s 

first IoT, ‘SKT LoRa’, and the next generation IoT, ‘Cat. M1’. The Long-term Individual Rent-a-Car provides ‘SK Long-term 

Rental Car Direct Service’ to make customers car selection more convenient and easier by using AI (Artificial Intelligence) 

and VR (Virtual Reality) technologies. 

In addition, we are focusing on improving customer satisfaction by offering the comprehensive membership service 

including differentiated and high-qualified vehicle management service using the maintenance infrastructure of about 

650 SpeedMate stations, and free short-term rent-a-car vouchers. SK networks formed the Integrated Synergy Task Force 

Team (TFT) for intensifying its business capacity after acquiring AJ rent-a-car in January 2019 and integrated the domes-

tic short-term rental service in June 2019.  In addition to the series of efforts, we consistently try to improve our business 

efficiency by not only integrated car maintenance, insurance, and operation cost, but also total system integration.

027026
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The Long-term Corporate Rent-a-Car is a service for small, medium, and large companies to rent business-purpose 

cars. SK rent-a-car has established the nationwide sales system and performs marketing activities toward corporate 

customers. Through the ‘Smart Link (Internet of Things (IoT) Vehicle Driving Management System)’, we are enhanc-

ing vehicle driving efficiency and saving an amount of management costs. Meanwhile, we also strive to increase 

customer values by providing a variety of services such as moving car maintenance service system that is available 

countrywide. 

LONG-TERM CORPORATE RENT-A-CAR BUSINESS

The Short-term Rent-a-Car is divided into two types of services. One is renting vehicles to customers who intend to 

drive cars for short-term purposes such as travel, leisure, and business trips, and the other is to companies and public 

offices who want to use vehicles for business purposes on a monthly bases. SK rent-a-car provides various discount 

benefits through the partnership with T-Day, travel agencies, and social commerce. The Jeju branch, in particular, uses 

the ‘Express Service’ to dramatically save customers’ standby time for car pickups and returns, thereby enhancing 

customer values. Moreover, we are continuously developing package products tailored for various customers’ needs 

and offering more convenient and smarter use of rental cars.

SHORT-TERM RENT-A-CAR BUSINESS

In order to support the car rental business more professionally, SK rent-a-car service was established in March 2016. 

SK rent-a-car service performs the overall short-term car rental sales support; accident vehicle and regular inspec-

tion/repair, courtesy car provision, in-person car inspection by visiting, distribution center and customer center op-

erating, and other general business supports, etc. Based on the brand name of SK, it will become a reliable supporter 

of the car rental business by enhancing customer trust and service expertise, along with the relentless challenges 

and innovation. 

SK RENT-A-CAR SERVICE SUBSIDIARY
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2017 2018 2019

Revenue (KRW 100M) 2,760 2,975 4,021
No. of networks (EA) 700 674 655
No. of annual tire sales (10,000EA) 51 57 58

Awards
1st in K-BPI** for 15 

consecutive years 
(2003-2017)

1st in K-BPI for 16 
consecutive years 

(2003-2018)

1st in K-BPI for 17 
consecutive years 

(2003-2018)

� Focused Implementation Tasks 2020

� Social Value Creation through Business

SPEEDMATE

� Performances 2017 – 2019

SOCIAL 
SHARING OF 

MAINTENANCE 
CAPACITIES

ROAD TRAFFIC SAFETY 
EXPANSION

VULNERABLE SOCIAL 
GROUP SUPPORT

MAINTENANCE 
AND AUTO 

PARTS SALES

Upgrade the O2O Platform Biz. Model Expand imported car Biz./Enhance brand values

SpeedMate is praised for upgrading the car maintenance industry of Korea through the systematic customer service 

(CS) management and standard pricing, service improvement activities such as the maintenance quality assurance 

system, and the Good Maintenance Campaign. These efforts led to acquiring the No.1 in Korea Brand Power Index 

(K-BPI) for 17 years in a row. We own about 650 maintenance networks with high accessibility including SK Gas Station 

and Emart. Moreover, we are contributing to popularization of imported car maintenance by operating the imported 

car specialized maintenance shops based on the accumulated maintenance technology and know-hows.

MAINTENANCE BUSINESS

*Revenue in 2019 included profits from the discontinued business.    **K-BPI: Korea Brand Power Index

SPEEDMATE

SpeedMate, started as a minor car repair business, is now the No.1 brand in the automotive after-market that performs 

emergency roadside assistance, imported auto repair, imported auto parts distribution, tire distribution, and auto parts 

exports. In 2019, we launched an online to offline (O2O) tire platform, ‘Tire Pick’, to offer convenient Car Life Services to 

customers through various channels. We plan to lead the industry by expanding Tire Pick and offline services. 
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The Imported Auto Part Distribution Business supplies auto parts in reasonable prices based on the internal auto part 

sourcing channels, system-based distribution processes, and optimized distribution structure. This is contributing to 

strengthening soundness and expanding the imported auto part distribution market by enhancing transparency of 

the market and protecting customers. 

The Private Brand (PB) Auto Part Business exports auto parts of the SpeedMate Brand to overseas markets. Frequent 

consumable parts, such as car batteries, lubricants, and filters, are produced by major original equipment manu-

facturers (OEMs) in Korea and exported to 65 buyers from 40 different countries located in the Middle East, Russia/

CIS*, Southeast Asia, and Central and South Americas. Through the business, we will boost global recognition of the 

SpeedMate brand and accomplish globalization of the SpeedMate Business. 

*CIS: Commonwealth of Independent States

AUTO PART DISTRIBUTION BUSINESS

The ERS* Business is the Korea’s first roadside assistance at car accident sites, launched in 2001. This business pro-

vides high-quality services based on bold investments and systematic management of network including first direct 

connection system between customers and rescue network through the customers’ location information in 2005. 

Currently, we are not only operating about 300 nationwide ERS networks and 24-7 call centers, but also developing 

various mobile services tailored for changes in the mobility environment through the Smart IVR**, mobile ERS, and 

location tracking-based ERS. The ERS business will continue to upgrade its business model as a core infrastructure for 

automotive mobility services such as e-call (remote diagnostic-based emergency rescue) and b-call (remote diagnos-

tic-based breakdown assistance).

*ERS: Emergency Rescue Service       ** IVR: Interactive Voice Response

ERS BUSINESS

SpeedMate launched an O2O tire platform, ‘Tire Pick’ in July 2019 as a response to changes in the market such as re-

duced demands for offline maintenance and growth in online maintenance. Tire Pick is leading the online tire market 

based on selected products and trustworthy service stations, websites with maximized customer convenience and 

accessibility, and creative marketing. In February 2020, we opened the industry’s first service that informs tire sizes if 

vehicle registration numbers are searched online. We strengthened the online prepayment function for a convenient 

untact consumption and are continuously introducing customer-friendly services such as valet installation that deliv-

ers vehicles after tires are installed. This helps resolving pain points of customers and contributing to customer value 

innovation. Tire Pick will fortify its position as the O2O platform by expanding product category and open market 

sales channels, as well as the invigorating of the external partnership. 

TIRE DISTRIBUTION BUSINESS
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2017 2018 2019

Revenue (KRW 100M) 2,164 2,568 2,753
National Customer Satisfaction 
Index (NCSI) TOP 8 TOP 7 TOP 8

Hotels & Resort Sector at the 
National Brand Awards

1st for 2 consecutive years 
(2016-2017)

1st for 3 consecutive years 
(2016-2018)

1st for 4 consecutive years 
(2016 – 2019)

� Focused Implementation Tasks 2020

Develop various space contents for the Urban Resort

3 CHAIN-G 
PROJECT

SV EXPERIENCE CONTENTS 
OFFERING

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION 
PROJECT SUPPORT

VULNERABLE SOCIAL GROUP 
SUPPORT

LODGING AND 
EXPERIENCE 

PROGRAM 
OFFERING

� Social Value Creation through Business

HOTELS & RESORTS

� Performances 2017 – 2019

Surrounded by the beautiful Han River and green Mt. Acha, Grand Walkerhilll Seoul is the best resort located in the 

center of urban area that provides happy travel experiences to customers through convenient facilities and services. 

Our facilities include a walking trail where the beauty of the four seasons can be witnessed, outdoor pool with the 

view of Han River, camping zone for an exotic experience, Kids Club for children, and library for reading and taking a 

break. Moreover, various activities and foods such as activity programs of the Walkerhill’s leisure expert, Walkee and 

Very Berry Strawberry. At the convention center composed of 9 multipurpose banquet halls and the classic Aston 

House, top-notch banquet and wedding services are provided. We are also highly appreciated by couples, families, 

and VIP customers for satisfying their needs through the club’s exclusive lounge, which has the best sky view in Korea, 

and ‘Grand by Walkerhill’ equipped with various types of premium-level rooms. 

GRAND WALKERHILL SEOUL

*Revenue in 2019 included profits from the discontinued business. 

*Querencia: One's own place for a rest when both physically and mentally exhausted. 

WALKERHILL

Urban Resort that leads a new leisure & vacation culture
Walkerhill Hotels & Resorts is a pioneer of the Korean hotel industry that provides the best experience in the overall 

lifestyle including leisure, culture, and food, as well as comfortable rest in the nature. Our various business areas include 

Grand Walkerhill Seoul that leads a new leisure culture, Vista Walkerhill Seoul that offers novel stimulus and unique ex-

perience, Douglas House which is one’s own querencia* in the downtown, and DARAKHYU for smart tourists. Walkerhill 

Hotels & Resorts is introducing to a new leisure & vacation culture relentlessly and responding to changing demands of 

customers. As a result, Walkerhill has been selected as the 1st in the Hotels & Resorts Sector at the National Brand Awards 

for 4 years in a row and set our position as the Korea’s best hotel. 
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A lifestyle hotel, Vista Walkerhill Seoul is growing into a platform for the trendsetters and a center of the culture by 

offering fresh stimulus and new experiences, under the brand slogan, “REFRESHING. VIVIDLY”. Vista collaborates with 

artists and musicians and provides programs such as VISTART and VISTAGE that introduce to the most recent arts, 

music, and cultural contents, thereby creating differentiated values of Vista. It contains Skyard which is a rooftop 

garden with the view of Han River, indoor pool with the windowed view of the downtown, and Re:BAR which is a 

social lounge that offers creative cocktails. All guest rooms offer a unique lodging experience using the cutting-edge 

services such as the AI voice-activated device, NUGU. Moreover, the Wellness Club, cooperated with Health Connect*, 

runs wellness programs based on the experts’ one-on-one consulting to suggest various work-out programs for 

generating vitality and energy in customers’ lives. 

*Health Connect: A joint healthcare venture of Seoul National University Hospital and SK networks

VISTA WALKERHILL SEOUL

A quiet forest, one’s own querencia, Douglas House offers a nature-friendly interior design and selected amenities 

and services for travel so that customers can enjoy their healing tour without being interrupted in their own space. 

The facility is operated for adults only; thus, it is considered the best place for customers who seek for silent contem-

plation in the nature within the downtown. Douglas house is equipped with light breakfast, exclusive lounge with 

happy hour, kitchen for cooking, library with the most recent books selected by Choiina Books, and exclusive garden 

that embraces nature. Other contents offered at the place include Cook & Mix which provides learning activities 

from experts for cooking, wine, coffee, and cocktail and Culture Salon where customers can have conversations with 

writers. 

DOUGLAS HOUSE
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In addition to the Incheon Airport Transit Hotel and the Matina Premium Lounge, SK networks runs DARAKHU, the 

Korea’s first capsule hotel and a rest area for smart travelers, at Incheon Airport and Yeosu. In addition, the Food & Bev-

erage (F&B) Business is delivering Walkerhill’s unique service know-hows and brand values to a variety of customers 

through a fine dining place, Faro Grand, 5 clubhouses at major golf courses in Korea, international events such as 2015 

Presidents Cup, and various outside catering services. 

EXTERNAL BUSINESS
SK pinx owns the Pinx Golf Club which was nominated as the World’s Top 100 Golf Courses for the first in Korea, Podo 

Hotel which was selected as the top 7 buildings of the beautiful Jeju and the hot spring hotel, The Annex Hotel. 

Through these facilities, SK pinx offers better services by presenting the interaction with nature and high-standard 

cultural arts. SK pinx will strive to fortify its position as the world’s best and high-end resort and to further become a 

place for comfortable rest and healing.

SK PINX SUBSIDIARY
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2017 2018 2019

Revenue (KRW 100M) 5,476 6,560 8,757
No. of accumulated rentals (10,000EA) 126 154 181

� Focused Implementation Tasks 2020

Maintain rental-focused growth Enhance customer value through CS innovation Upgrade DT-applied Biz

� Social Value Creation through Business

STRENGTHEN 
ECO-FRIENDLINESS 
AND STABILITY OF 

PRODUCTS

REDUCE ENVIRONMENTAL 
IMPACTS OF 

PRODUCT LIFESPAN

STRENGTHEN CUSTOMER 
SAFETY PROTECTION

RENTAL 
AND HOME 

APPLIANCES 
BUSINESS

HOME APPLIANCE

� Performances 2017 – 2019

The Home Appliance Rental Business of SK magic is developing by launching novel products in Korea. Based on Ko-

rea’s first innovative technological competences including JIKSOO Water Purifier, JIKSOO Ice & Water Purifier, stainless 

JIKSOO pipe, UV LED cork sterilization, 6-way sterilization bidet, and AI Air Purifier, we have received many awards such 

as Innostar, Green Star, and CES Innovation Awards and strived to improve customer convenience. Moreover, the SK 

magic Care Service, added to care-focused rental products, provides the top-notch service with clean water and air. 

RENTAL BUSINESS

*Revenue in 2019 included profits from the discontinued business. 

SK MAGIC

Living technology brand that adds healthy happiness
SK magic, which became a family of SK networks in November 2016, started as a premium kitchen appliance company by 

introducing the gas oven to the Korean market in 1985, and it is expanding its business area to gas/electric ranges, electric 

ovens, dishwashers, water purifiers, air purifiers and bidets. Based on the Home Appliances Business, which is firmly es-

tablishing the business area through the business experience and base of 30 years, we are expanding our business to the 

home appliances rental sector. Moreover, we are not only developing products and services that create excellent custom-

er values through the customer research, development of innovate technologies and products, outstanding design, and 

collaboration between SK networks and other subsidiaries, but also accelerating our growth by actively making attempts 

on overseas market entry. Launched in 2020, the Triple Care Dishwasher was rewarded, ‘CES Innovation Awards’ at the 

world’s biggest electronics exhibition, ‘CES 2020’, for its innovativeness combining washing, drying, and storage as the 

first Korean company. SK magic will accelerate its growth by developing products and services that can give happiness to 

customers and actively entering overseas markets through continuous research on customers, development of innovative 

technologies and products, outstanding designing, and partnership with SK networks and other affiliates. 
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The Home Appliances Business is showing the superb brand power by being nominated as No.1 in the dishwasher 

sector for 18 consecutive years and in the integrated oven sector for 13 consecutive years at the K-BPI in 2019. We 

are maintaining the No.1 market dominance for main products such as gas ranges, electric ranges, electric ovens, 

microwaves and dishwashers. Moreover, we are leading the home appliances market through the innovative prod-

ucts including the ‘Super Cook Gas Range’ that introduced the IoT technology and the ‘Hybrid Electric Range’ that 

combined the induction range and hybrid method.

HOME APPLIANCES BUSINESS

Smart Motion Air Purifier

This air purifier, with the Korea’s first smart sensor 

and motion technologies, is equipped 

with the cutting-edge technology that focuses 

on caring the dust by rotating to the direction 

where the user’s movement was detected.

All in one JIKSOO Water Purifier

We minimized customers’ concerns 

about hygiene by not only using JIKSOO pipe which 

is durable against contamination and corrosion, but 

also conducting 99.9% sterilization on water and cork 

that go through the UV LED lamp, beyond an innova-

tion to remove the water tank.

Magic Control Electric Range

We are maintaining the No.1 in market dominance 

in the electric range sector based on its unique 

technologies including delicate fire control 

and various safety devices.

Triple Care Dishwasher

The Triple Care Dishwasher is equipped 

with the integrated management function 

that allows drying and storage as well as 

cleaning for the first time in Korea. 

This Dishwasher won the 2020 CES Innovation 

Award and the Red Dot Design Award.
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SOCIAL VALUE CREATION  SV-01

CUSTOMER VALUE EXPLORER 046

HAPPY WORKPLACE WITH MEMBERS	 058

SUSTAINABILITY PRIORITIES
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DBL Directions of SK and SK networks

Stakeholders’ expectations for companies’ social value creation are increasing, and the importance of social val-

ues is enlarging in the perspective of competitiveness. In 2018, SK Group announced that social values will be in-

cluded in the business philosophy. In 2019, social values were applied to the real business model, and the social 

value performance of affiliates is included in 50% of the appraisal to encourage employees’ active engagement. 

SK networks, therefore, has strived to not only launch new products and services and innovate our business 

model, but also accomplish a true shared growth with the local community by reducing social damages. 

Social Values Implementation System

SK networks established the SV Implementation System in 2019 to pursue social values, secure new growth en-

gines, and build a foundation for happiness of employees and stakeholders. After conducting a survey toward 

3,700 stakeholders, we have materialized the areas and directions of social values that we need to focus on and 

conducted tasks to apply to our real business. In 2020, SK networks will add goals, specific tasks, indices, and 

milestones to be achieved until 2030 and enhance the execution capacity. 

CATEGORY KEY EXECUTION TASKS

1

SV-based 
BM Innovation

• Expand MINTIT used phone recycling

• Extend Mobility Bank

• Innovate BM and develop process improvement tasks by business division

2

Management 
System 
Improvement

• Establish management plans and mid-term strategies tied with SV

• Develop SV performance measurement and indices and sustainability reports

• Reestablish internal investment standards considering social values

• Improve SV performance appraisal, build SV performance DB 

• Lead member internalization for decision-making based on SV

3

Member 
Engagement 
and Action

• Internalize employee engagement and action

• Apply SV in the company-wide training program

• Invigorate evaluation and feedback of employees' SV

4

Compliance 
• Comply with domestic and international regulations and guidelines related to SV

SV Execution Tasks

SV Implementation System Structure

Happiness of Members and Stakeholders

1

SV-based 
BM Innovation

2

Management System 
Improvement

3

Member Engagement 
and Action

BM Innovation by Relieving Stakeholder Pain Points 
as a Digital Technology Enabler

Healthy Life Good Production & Consumption

4 Compliance

SOCIAL 
VALUE CREATION

SV 
Focused Areas

SV 
Directions

SV 
Execution Tasks

An outcome of companies'
 economic activities; financial 

performance disclosed in 
accordance with the corporate 

financial standard which is 
recognized generally

Social performance 
that creates social benefits 

through companies' economic 
activities or the value created 

by reducing social costs

ECONOMIC 
VALUE

SOCIAL 
VALUE

Profits Social Benefits

Costs Social Costs

Indirect economic contribution 
performance

Business social performance

Social contribution social 
performance
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SV Implementation Activities 2019

In March 2019, SK networks established the SV Implementation Group and the BM Innovation Working Group 

directly under the CEO to take the lead in innovation of the SV-creating business model and support dispersion 

and measurement of SV by business area. Moreover, we built the SV Implementation System as a foundation 

for a concrete execution of BM innovation tasks. In 2020, we will continue to innovate the SV business model, 

improve the management system, and expand activities for member engagement and execution. 

Social Value Measurement 2019

SK networks quantitatively measured indirect economic contribution, business social performance, and social 

contribution in overall corporate activities. Measurement targets including product development, production, 

sales, HR, business collaboration, and business activities are measured as the real outcome. In 2019, SK networks 

created indirect economic contribution worth KRW 236.2 billion, business social performance worth KRW 5.3 

billion, and social contribution performance worth KRW 2.6 billion. 

*Performance of SK networks service is included.

● Management system improvement activities       ● BM innovation activities       ● Employee SV execution activities 

SCHEDULE ACTIVITIES

Jan. 2019 ● Established the SV Leading Team

● Reviewed SV implementation in 2018 and reported focused plans in 2019

● Reviewed the 1st Mobility Bank progress and shared implementation plans

● Shared SV best practices in real life 

Mar. 2019 ● Launched the SV Implementation Group and BM Innovation Working Group

● Reported the results of SV focused area selection

● Plan for Sustainability Report 2018 

● Established and spread SV Small Challenge 100

Apr. 2019 ● Reported plans for establishing the SV Implementation System

● Shared status of developing the SV Creation Model 

     (ITAD, purchase process improvement, Walkerhill SV)

● Shared plans for employees’ SV Execution Program

May 2019 ● Publicized SV measurement values of 2018

● Reported the interim progress of the Sustainability Report 2018

● Reported the progress of the Walkerhill Proposal Program

Jun. 2019 ●● Held the company-wide SV workshop 

● Reported progress and plans for the Mobility Bank operation

● Reported progress of employee internalization

Jul. 2019 ● Established the SV Dashboard

● Reported plans for the Mobility Bank S2 operation

●	Performed the SV Fieldwork of new managers (w/ the BigIssue Korea)

Aug. 2019 ● Established the infrastructure for MINTIT ATM

●	Held the SV Summer Photo Exhibition and Eco Signal

Sep. 2019 ●	Launched the BM Innovation Working Group

●	Shared the progress of ESG evaluation and results of SV measurement

●	Held the opening ceremony of the Mobility Bank S2

Oct. 2019 ● Acquired ‘A+’ in the ESG evaluation rating and nominated as the best ESG company

● Derived ESG improvement tasks of 2019

Nov. 2019 ● Launched the Social Value Measurement System (SVMS)

Jan. 2020 –
(plan)

● Establish the Happiness Management Group 

     (closed the SV Implementation Group and integrated its function)

● Plan for the Sustainability Report 2019

● Operate the SV Board (monthly)

● Upgrade the SV Implementation System

Category Definition Subcategory 2018 2019

Indirect economic con-

tribution 

performance

Values indirectly 

contributed 

to the domestic economy 

through business activities

Employment 1,863 1,849

Dividends 514 289

Tax payment 486 225

Total 2,864 2,362

Business 

social 

performance

Social values generated 

from development/

production/sales 

of products

Environmental -20 10

Social 40 44

Total 20 53

Social 

contribution 

social 

performance

Values created 

from social contribution 

to the local community

CSR program 7 5

Donation 46 20

Employee volunteering 0.03 0.27

Total 53 25

*Performance of SK networks service is included, and some rounded data may reflect difference in the ‘Total’ value and actual sum of subcategories. 

(unit: KRW 100M)

Activities 2019 and Future Plans
Social Performance Measurement Method

Social Performance Measurement Results

Distance reduction of 
mobile phone distri-

bution & logistics

Performance 
of used ICT devices 

recycling

Life 
quality of 
members

Coexistence 
and social contribu-
tion with partners

Water resources 
consumption

GHG 
emission

Waste 
discharge

SOCIAL BEN
EFIT

SOCIAL COST

SOCIAL 
BENEFIT

SOCIAL 
COST

SOCIAL 
PERFORMANCE
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CUG-type Car Sharing Program Operation

SK networks developed and operates a CUG-type car sharing program that shares mobility in low cost among 

residents in an economic cluster formed for the regional shared growth by offering vehicles installed with 

‘Smart Link’. This program provided 3 vehicles as the CUG-type car sharing model to a regional shared growth 

project, ‘Localize Gunsan’, hosted by SK E&S and a social company, Underdogs, and a social innovation platform, 

‘Seoul Innovation Park’. We will continue to find more clusters for regional shared growth and provide car shar-

ing models using the Smart Link. 

Installation of Solar Panel Rain Shelter in Jeju Island

Jeju branch of SK rent-a-Car began installing solar panels as a rain shelter in 2016 to make more convenient en-

vironment for customers when it rains. This facility not only generates eco-friendly energy by solar panels, but 

also offers more pleasant facility condition for customers regardless of weather. In 2019, we could create both 

customer values and social values by producing electricity of 176,366kWh.

Mobility Bank & 
CUG*-type 
Car Sharing 

Business

Economic values: Idle assets utilization, rental income (CUG)

Social values: Contribution to local economy vitalization including vehicle 
operation cost reduction (KRW 245M), new job creation (16), new business launch (7), 
fundraising (KRW 30M)

Due to our business nature, Damas trucks 
supported by the Mobility Bank have been 

extremely helpful. They are half-priced in toll 
charges, easy to drive through narrow alleys and 

park, and suitable for low-quantity delivery.

They are very convenient 
in delivering food in small alleys 

and helpful in saving costs for insurance 
and maintenance. 

*CUG: Closed-User Group

Voices of companies participated in the Mobility Bank

Social Value Creation Story

Expanding Mobility Bank

The Mobility Bank of SK rent-a-car, rents out cars to those who need economic support in terms of mobility such 

as socioeconomic companies, startups, and self-employers; and the beneficiaries can create ‘social values’ that 

makes up the rental fees. From its first launch in October 2018 to its end in September 2019, the Mobility Bank 

Season 1 reduced vehicle operation costs of KRW 245 million from 58 participants and contributed to generat-

ing sales of KRW 2.4 billion for socioeconomic companies. 

Moreover, through the Mobility Bank, we were able to create social values including 16 new jobs, 7 new busi-

ness projects, and KRW 30 million of associated institution fund. In September 2019, we launched the Mobility 

Bank Season 2 and selected 32 companies which made good use of the service and created high social values 

during the Season 1 to extend the supporting period. 

Moreover, 36 new companies including low-income community companies, Happy Dosirak(Lunchbox), and 

local community companies, out of 120 who applied for the Season 2 were selected to receive benefits of 68 

vehicles. Through these activities, we plan to continuously execute our business so that SK rent-a-car utilizes its 

idle assets and recipients maximizes social values through the mobility service. 
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Advancement of the Smart Link Driving Safety Score

The Smart Link enhanced its ease of use by enabling clients to reserve, allocate, and remote-control cars through 

smartphones when using business cars. Administrators can maximize the management efficiency through the 

integrated car management solution including an automated driving record system. 

Moreover, the driving safety score is introduced in the system so that customers can drive cars more safely and 

prevent potential accidents. The application saves how many times the driver has accelerated or braked sud-

denly and speeded over limit, thereby applying the information into the driving safety score. The Smart Link’s 

driving safety score is evaluated in the management criteria of client vehicles and drivers, and it contributes to 

the enhancing of safety awareness and reducing of costs generated from accidents. 

SpeedMate Car Maintenance and Management Techniques Transfer

Many people still face difficulties with car maintenance. However, imported car sales and the ‘self-maintenance 

people’ are increasing. SpeedMate, therefore, held an event for customers to have the experience to self-in-

spect their cars and replace auto parts. This even can contribute to vehicle management and safety driving of 

customers. In 2019, 56 customers participated in 7 events we held for drivers of the 3 imported car brands (Mer-

cedes-Benz, Audi, BMW). SpeedMate plans to create a healthy and fun car culture by transferring knowhows in 

vehicle management and safe driving. 

Introduction of 
the driving 

safety score of 
Smart Link

Economic values:
Reduction of car repair costs, increase in sales by securing loyal customers

Social values:
Decrease in number of traffic accidents, enhancement of drivers’ safety awareness 
and customer satisfaction

Knowhow 
transfer of car 
maintenance 
technology

Economic values:
Increase in sales by securing loyal customers

Social values: 
Contribution to social issues resolution by reducing accidents through car 
maintenance knowhows

Real-time Data Analysis Driver Habit Analysis Driving Safety Score

Sudden acceleration

Sudden braking

Overspeed

Total driving distance

Overspeed distance

No. of sudden acceleration

Economic driving 
distance

No. of sudden braking

Car model, business type

Scoring

Weighted value by 
analytic criterion

External DB 
(accident/damage rate)

Risk route driving 
distance

Road network

Road risk rating Weather, accident

 To be applied

안전 운전 점수
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3 Chain-G Project

3 Chain-G refers to a SV project of Walkerhill that organically connects the 3 basic factors of healthy lives: good 

food, good activity, and good care and bring out a good change on us by actively using various tangible/

intangible assets. 

GOOD 
FOOD

When customers have wellbeing breakfast in their rooms, 
the ‘Happy Lunch Box’ are provided to low-income group children 
and seniors living alone to offer balanced food. 

GOOD 
CARE 

Customers can generate healthy lives and happy changes by participating 
in the fitness program and kids stretching program with the Walkee.

GOOD 
FOOD

Walkerhill enhances the quality of life by preparing food based on cooks’ knowhows 

and devotion after selecting good materials considering environment and health.

STEP 1 STEP 2

Cooking

STEP 3 STEP 4

Sourcing through 
eco-friendly local farming/SE*

Environmental 
protection such as food 

waste reduction

Cooking 
knowhow

Menu & Story

FARM TO TABLE

GOOD 
ACTIVITY

Walkerhill pursues sharing happiness through its facilities/services and contents 

codeveloped with SE, instead of just playing and enjoying. 

STEP 1

Nature

STEP 2

Planning

STEP 3 STEP 4

Nature 
in urban area

Communication/
interaction/donation

Connection to SE 
and eco-friendly 

factors

SV experience 
program

Upcycling/voice donation, etc.

GOOD 
CARE 

Walkerhill brings a balance in customers’ body and mind by offering the optimized 

environment and management programs through relaxation, instead of just doing nothing.

STEP 1

Diagnosis

STEP 2

Environment

STEP 3 STEP 4

InBody test Constant 
tailored care

Optimized 
environment

Healing/care/
deep sleep

GOOD 
ACTIVITY I

Customers can directly participate in the SV execution programs 
for the happy future of healthy ‘nature and children’. 

Hope Package – 
Hope to children

Dream Package – 
Ecosystem protection

Green Package –
 Nature restoration 

This is an event held at the Kids Club 
that t-shirts and 7-day therapeutic 
diets are provided to climate 
refugees when customers draw 
Hope T pictures and write postcards 
with Walkee.

A ‘Dream by Children’ experience kit 
is a natural product that ‘Dongu 
Farm’ harvest by people with 
developmental disorders. This 
campaign promotes the importance 
of handwashing by making soaps 
with the experience kit and endan-
gered animals. 

This campaign is for delivering trees 
to customers when they check in. 
When customers agree to participate 
in the campaign, trees are donated 
to the region damaged from the fire 
in Gangwon Province. 
(Names of the donators are engraved 
in the name board.)

GOOD 
ACTIVITY II

Customers can learn about and experience the healthy nature with the Walkerhill’s 
activity expert, Walkee. 

Walkerhill Healing 
Forest Walking

Acha Mountain Walking 
Trail Tour

Walkee Village 
Tour

This is a program to enjoy the nature 
and learn about the importance of 
nature protection by walking with 
the forest guide.

This is a program to learn about 
the importance of ecosystem 
reservation by visiting the Achasan 
Ecological Park with children.

This is a program to enjoy walking in 
the beauty of nature by riding the 
Walkerhill tour trams. 

*SE: Social enterprise

3 Chain-G 
Project of 
Walkerhill

Economic values:
Increase in customers through the operation of Walkerhill’s differentiated programs

Social values:
Enhancement of customers’ healthy rest, protection of ecosystem through campaign

Customer
experience

Customer
experience

Customer
experience

Food 
materials

Post
 management

Post
 management

Post
 management

SV-09 SV-10



CUSTOMER VALUE EXPLORER WHY IS IT MATTER?
Uncertainty of the global business environment is expanding, and the economic growth is stagnating. 

Customer needs are also diversifying as the consumption trend is more focused on ‘individual’ and ‘val-

ue’, and the awareness of companies’ social role is spreading. In order for a company to grow contin-

uously in an unstable external environment, companies’ research on customer values is required and 

proactive response to changes in paradigm by innovating their business models.

OUR COMMITMENT
SK networks has been studying about business models that starts from a meaning of the business to 

satisfying changes in customer needs through business. We are controlling new risks of the existing 

business proactively and developing businesses that can innovate customer values including resources 

recycling and O2O platform business. Through these business changes, we are fortifying our business 

portfolio and foundation for the future growth and sustainable business system by linking digital 

transformation (DT) and social values. 

RELATED TOPIC

No. of Used Phones Redistributed 
through the MINTIT ATM 

No. of Online Tire Sales

76,500EA

14,889EAPERFORMANCE DATA

ALIGNMENT WITH UN SDGs

UN SDGs Activities of SK networks

Goal 8

Promote sustained, 
inclusive, and sustainable 
economic growth, full and 
productive employment 
and decent work for all

• MINTIT ATM, a business platform that innovates environmental and 
social values

• Enhance customer service synergy through O2O platform operation
• Innovate global business
• Expand vehicle management service through Smart Link
• Design tailored customer contact points
• Expand hotel ICT service

Goal 9

Build resilient 
infrastructure, promote 
inclusive and sustainable 
industrialization and 
foster innovation

• Expand eco-friendly electric rental car products
• Protect customer health and environment by innovating rental and 

home appliances products
• Strengthen capacity for maintenance technology

Goal 12

Ensure sustainable 
consumption and 
production patterns

• MINTIT ATM, a business platform that innovates environmental and 
social values

• Provide customers of Walkerhill experience in social value creation

Goal 17

Strengthen the means of 
implementation and 
revitalize the global 
partnership for sustainable 
development

• MINTIT ATM, a business platform that innovates environmental and 
social values

• Expand global market entry of home appliances and rental buisnesses

• Strengthen customer quality and service

• Develop products and launch services through innovation

• Expand and change business structure

• Create economic values

• Expand stakeholder communication

• Manage customer safety & health

• Protect customer privacy

MATERIAL 
TOPICS

GENERAL 
REPORTING 

TOPICS
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MINTIT ATM, A Business Platform That Innovates Environmental and Social Values

Enhancing Synergy of 
Customer Service through 
O2O Platform Operation

A number of used phones are often stored without being dis-

tributed due to negative perspectives such as concerns about 

privacy breach, distrust in prices, and lowered value, and when 

they are discarded, it creates environmental pollution due to 

the improper discarding method. SK networks is aware of the 

environmental value that can be enhanced by facilitating the 

used phone distribution and establishing an appropriate recy-

cling process; therefore, the 3R (Recycle, Reduce, Reuse) activi-

ties through the MINTIT ATM are performed. 

MINTIT ATM is an untact machine for purchasing used phones 

that allows checking of potential loss or theft of phones, price 

matching, and account transfer within 3 minutes. As of August 

2019, about 300 MINTIT ATMs are operated in big supermarkets 

with high accessibility such as Emart and Homeplus. Customers 

can easily sell their used phone in transparent prices without 

having concerns about privacy breach, and a total of 76,000 

used phones have been recycled or reused as of the end of 2019. 

Moreover, SK networks established a legal and professional re-

cycling and reuse system through the collaboration with SMEs 

with expertise. We are developing and updating the MINTIT 

ATM with Kumkang Systems, which is a company experienced 

for the AI unmanned used phone purchase system and data 

SK networks established the O2O platform to enhance custom-

ers’ access and convenience in the service that used to be of-

fered offline only. By combining the instant and differentiated 

online service with trustworthy offline service stations, we are 

maximizing the synergy of on/offline customer service. 

Launch of SpeedMate Tire Pick

SpeedMate launched an O2O tire platform, ‘Tire Pick’, in July 

2019 to satisfy customer needs for online purchase and in-

crease retention of new customers. Customers who purchase 

tires through the Tire Pick may receive installation service from 

the SpeedMate service station. Tire Pick also ensures the trust-

worthiness by offering 30-day free exchanges and various dis-

counts, as well as the post-installation management. Tire Pick 

opened the first license plate number-based tire size search ser-

vice and plans to introduce the online payment and valet instal-

lation service for those customers who prefer indirect services, 

thereby providing differentiated services and maximizing the 

synergy between online and offline services. 

Opening of SK rent-a-car Mid-term Online Mall

SK rent-a-car has opened an online and mobile mall that en-

ables customers to check the status of vehicles and proceed 

from quotation to signing a contract within 5 minutes for the 

mid-term products* that used to be only available offline. We 

established a system environment for updating car status and 

photos at the distribution center by using tablet PCs so that 

customers and salespeople can check the real-time information 

about the car. This has improved the process of contracting and 

management of mid-term products which required a lot of ef-

fort and time before. 

We also provide very specific and detailed information about 

the car through VR views on both of interior and exterior, and 

share the sales process transparently. SK rent-a-car will continue 

to offer new experiences by strengthening the indirect services 

through the online mall.

*Mid-term product: Rental service between 1 and 36 months

deletion. We are also maintaining a collaboration with Sungil 

Hi-Tech after signing a MoU on the ‘resources circulation pro-

motion/social value creation’. Through the collaboration with 

Sungil Hi-Tech, we turned used phones into raw materials of 

lithium batteries and endeavor to reduce use of resources by 

increasing the waste phone collection amount and recycling 

efficiency. 

Furthermore, SK networks strives to create more social values in 

the used phone distribution business based on the MINTIT ATM 

through the collaboration with NGOs and social enterprises. 

First, a function for used phone donation was added in MINTIT 

ATM to encourage customers’ donation, and the sales amount 

for used phones are donated to Save the Children, an interna-

tional relief NGO. As of the end of 2019, a total of KRW 25 million 

has been donated, and the fundraising through used phones 

are continuously implemented. 

Second, 50 used phones collected through the MINTIT ATM 

were donated to the Big Issue Korea, which supports indepen-

dence and residence of homeless people, thereby contributing 

to its sales. At the same time, we granted work-purpose PCs and 

monitors for 15 employees of Big Issue Korea to enhance their 

job efficiency.

Running the Used Phone Experience Zone at the International Children’s Marathon

3R Activities through MINTIT

License Plate Number-based Tire Search Service

Search for 
used/rental cars

Check quote

Book for 
consultation or 

direct 
contracting

Proceed with contract 

(SK rent-a-car Mobile)

Car receipt

Car return 
after contract

Used Car Direct Contract Process
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NEW VALUE CREATION THROUGH 
BUSINESS DIVERSIFICATION

SUSTAINABILITY PRIORITIES                                 	Customer Value Explorer

Launch of the Integrated Car Rental Corporation, 
SK rent-a-car

After acquiring AJ rent-a-car in January 2019, SK networks operated 

it separately from the existing car rental business division; however, 

various inefficiencies including overlapping business regions and 

customer communication confusions became a significant issue. 

Therefore, we had tried to find a better way for synergy effect, and 

on January 1, 2020, the integrated corporation, ‘SK rent-a-car’ was 

officially launched after the resolution of the business acquisition 

agreements by the board of directors in September 2019.

The existing car rental division of SK networks had strengths in the 

long-term individual car rental market and maintenance service 

with a high growth potential, while AJ rent-a-car was equipped 

with the operational competence, nationwide sales network, and 

professional human resources built for more than 30 years. Based 

on the competitive synergy, SK rent-a-car will secure operational 

efficiency and business competitiveness and lead the future of the 

mobility industry by combining branches and strengthening DT 

capacities. 

Global Business Innovation

SK networks conducts various innovation activities to overcome 

limitations in the existing global business and identify new busi-

nesses. In 2019, the Global BM Innovation Task Force (TF) was 

formed to promote the company’s evolution into the ‘Global Busi-

ness Organizer’, and the Materials Business Develop TF has taken 

over starting in 2020. The BM Innovation TF introduced the ‘agile 

organizational* structure’ to establish the lateral communication 

and is building a foundation for continuous growth by implement-

ing various new ideas in the real business. With these efforts, we 

were able to create tangible outcomes such as a joint venture for 

production and sales of semiconductor/battery materials in China. 

In addition, we are operating the Steels Business Risk Management 

(RM) Council to maintain a stable business operation in the rapidly 

changing global market environment. The council enables to con-

trol risks thoroughly and perform business focused on customers 

and regions through the expansion of commerce scope by reflect-

ing gaps between supply and demands between the regions. 

*Agile organization: An organizational structure that tears down boundaries between 

departments and grants authorities to each individual employee by applying the flex-

ible job level structure. 

Expanding Global Entry of Rental Business
SK magic Malaysia Rental Business Growth Indices

Sales branches and stores (EA)

2019. 02

2

5

2019. 12

2.5 times growth

No. of salespersons (persons)

2019. 02

515

14,468

2019. 12

28 times growth

No. of new accounts monthly (EA)

2019. 02

653

2,139

2019. 12

3 times growth

SK magic Brand Launching Event in Malaysia
SK magic Malaysia SKYWAY Sales Branch

SK magic actively promotes the overseas rental market based on its 

business competitive advantages in the domestic market. In 2019, 

we began establishing the rental sales and service infrastructure 

in Malaysia. As of December 2019, we operate 5 stores in major cit-

ies including Kuala Lumpur and have 14,468 salespersons. These 

are increase by 2.5 times and 28 times, respectively, compared to 

February. Number of new accounts monthly recorded 2,139, which 

is 3 times increase since February 2019, and in February 2020, the 

accumulated number of accounts exceeded 20,000. 

In 2019, we formed 10 TFs with the workforce in the head office to 

strengthen the operational expertise of the Malaysia corporation, 

and we also hired 80 new engineers and conducted additional 

training courses to enhance the standard of installation and ser-

vices, thereby fortifying the relationship with customers. 

As of June 2020, we are in the process of building 8 distribution 

centers to offer customer-centered distribution services. 

We will continue to strengthen internal stability of sales organi-

zation, analyze customer needs, enhance customer satisfaction, 

expand market dominance, and conduct social contribution ac-

tivities in the local area to establish a differentiated brand image. 

SK magic, based on the rental business experience in Malaysia, in-

tends to expand the business to other Southeast Asian countries 

including Vietnam.  
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Expanding Eco-friendly Electric Rental Cars

SK rent-a-car increased products of the Long-term Electric Rent-a-

Car in December 2019 to improve eco-friendliness and respond to 

demands for electric cars. We signed an MoU with an electric ve-

hicle expert, ‘TESLA’, and provided the ‘Model 3’ which takes much 

longer to receive if purchased individually. 220 cars of this model 

were sold out within one month since it was offered. SK rent-a-car 

became well aware of the needs for electric cars, thus will expand 

the scope of eco-friendly rental car products. 

Providing Walkerhill Customers Experience for 
SV Creation

Walkerhill launched the SV product, ‘3 Good Chain-G’ package, and 

the SV experience program, Happy Garden Event for hotel custom-

ers in 2019 to enjoy their trip and experience happiness for shar-

ing the value of nature. The ‘3 Good Chain-G’ package is a 2-day 

program composed of the 3 themes: Good Food, Good Activity, 

and Good Care. We will begin the sales of the SV package in 2020 

toward SK hynix employees. 

From May 4 to 6, 2019, the ‘Happy Garden’ event, which is a SV exe-

cution program for hotel guests and Walkehill Pretige Membership 

families were held at the rooftop garden, ‘SKYARD’, of Vista Walker-

hill Seoul. This Children’s Day event was composed of an upcycling 

art class with Lovely Paper which is a SV enterprise that manufac-

tures paper canvas through box wastes, a ‘Flea/Free Market’ where 

products of the SV enterprises can be purchases, and a planting 

events and drawing contest with Walkerhill’s leisure expert, Wal-

kee. Pictures drew by children with interesting ideas about nature 

protection were introduced to the public through the SNS exhi-

bition so that more people could reconsider about the value of 

nature. 

Vista Walkerhill Seoul’s brand campaign is also delivering SV to cus-

tomers. The VISTART, began in June 2019, is an exhibition of rising 

artists by collaborating with a magazine for designing, ‘Monthly 

Design’, and ‘Union Art Fair’ that exhibits and sells works of the ris-

ing artists. Walkerhill provides the rising artists an exhibition space 

and opportunities to sell their art works to customers directly. 

Customer Health and Environmental Protection 
through Rental Service and Product Innovation

SK magic puts its efforts to protect customers’ health and enhance 

eco-friendliness of products through the optimization of rental 

services and product functions. 

In 2019, our offering of JIKSOO Water Purifier in a reasonable rental 

price gave customers opportunities clean waters using the JIKSOO 

system, and the New ECO Gas Range realized the Korea’s lowest 

level of carbon monoxide of 0.017%. The Triple Care Dishwasher, 

launched in 2020, uses about 10% of water used for hand wash and 

acquired the 99.9% sterilization certificate for its drying as the first 

in the industry. This dishwasher is also equipped with the Korea’s 

first automatic door shutting technology and dish management 

function. Based on these technological innovations, the Triple Care 

Dishwasher received the Innostar and Green Star Awards in 2020, 

and SK magic remained 1st in the brand power for 18 consecu-

tive years. Moreover, the All-in-one JIKSOO Ice & Water Purifier was 

rewarded the Energy Winner of the Year Award for 2019, and the 

New ECO Gas Range and the Motion Air Purifier acquired the 1st 

in the Green Star Eco-friendly Product for 8 years and 4 years in a 

row, respectively. 

Supporting Vulnerable Social Group through the 
ICT* Product Sales

SK networks develops a variety of the smart device-centered ICT 

products that ‘completes the space’ of customers through our 

own ICT brand, ‘APRIL X STONE’. In 2019, we launched wireless 

Bluetooth headphones and speakers, wireless-charged fans, and 

wireless-charged mouse pads as a response to increasing custom-

er needs for wireless charging and sound in their mobile devices. 

SK networks also presented the ‘A20 Save the Children Special 

Package’ through a collaboration with the children’s rights NGO, 

Save the Children, as a means to turn the economic values gen-

erated from the sales of a Bluetooth headphone, ‘A20’, into social 

values. 2,000 sets of this package, composed of a ‘A20’ product and 

a Save the Children pouch, were produced, and KRW 10,000 was 

donated to the vulnerable social group children whenever each 

package was sold to support their purchase and education for 

ICT devices. In the future, we intend to lead value consumption of 

customers through the business model and find ways to enhance 

both customer and social values. 

*ICT: Information and Communications Technologies

SUSTAINABILITY PRIORITIES                                 	Customer Value Explorer

APRIL X STONE Wireless-charged Fan

A20 Save the Children Special Package

1. TESTLA MODEL 3 Long-term Rent-a-Car Product

2. Happy Garden Upcycling Art Experience Class

3. VISTART

New ECO Gas Range

Motion Air Purifier

2
1

3

CUSTOMER VALUE INNOVATION 
THROUGH PRODUCTS
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Expanding Car Management Service through Smart Link

SK rent-a-car offers the Long-term corporate Rent-a-Car customers 

‘Smart Link’ which is applied with driving management system and 

car sharing service. The Smart Link Car Management System trans-

mits the internal information of cars to the server directly through 

the OBD II*, so it provides more precise driving information than 

the existing GPS-based services. This system also incorporates the 

car-sharing service that enhances customer convenience through 

the car booking system and smart key function using smartphones 

and reduces costs by minimizing unused corporate vehicles. 

In 2019, we developed a new device using SKT LTE Cat.M1 net-

work that provides faster signal receipt than the existing devices 

and enables the real-time monitoring of the car’s location. These 

functions are especially suitable for the clients including security 

agencies who need to respond to emergency situations. In addi-

tion, we have added a comprehensive safety measurement criteria 

to the car management index such as a sudden acceleration, break 

pedaling, and over speed to encourage a safe driving campaign 

by informing customers of the possible cost reduction. Besides, 

we have launched The Fleet Scheduler Service that offers a USB-

type car management service for the time of using personal car on 

business purposes, and corporate car schedule management solu-

tion based on traffic forecasting database. By means of this sort of 

service expansion, SK Rent-a-Car have secured 20,000 vehicles as 

of the end of 2019, and about 2,000 vehicles registered on the cor-

porate car sharing system as well. We will continue expanding our 

service to satisfy customers’ various needs and grow the sharing 

economy of rental cars.

*OBD II: On-Board Diagnostics II

Designing Customized Contact Points

Establishing Mobility Lifestyle Charging Station

SK networks is building a ‘Mobility Lifestyle Charging Station’ to 

lead the increasing eco-friendly mobility market and to provide 

customized service for the rapid changing customers’ mobili-

ty life needs. This charging station is plan to be built on around 

4,300m2 and will open in the 3rd quarter of 2020. 8 of 350kW elec-

tric car charging machines of Hyundai Motors and an eco-friendly 

test-driving center, as well as a café for local residents, will be oper-

ated in the station. Moreover, SK magic’s first customer-experience 

brand shop will be launched to provide customers new experienc-

es such as cooking class and shared kitchens. 

Developing New Rent-a-Car House in Jeju

The existing Jeju branch of SK rent-a-car constantly received neg-

ative feedbacks from customers regarding the inconvenient route 

and a comparatively long time taken to receive and return cars as 

they needed to move to 3 different car storage units on shuttle. 

SK rent-a-car developed a new branch which is three times bigger 

than the original one in 2019 to improve rental services’ conve-

nience and to reduce operating costs. The new branch is struc-

tured to offer customers the optimized route from car receipt to 

return. Moreover, the DT is widely adapted to the total car rental 

process such as automatic mapping of reserved cars, automatic 

alerting of car allocation, and car storage unit management with 

plate number recognition, thereby reducing the time duration for 

the whole process from about 10 minutes to 1 minute 30 seconds. 

All office and field staffs have received training for the new system, 

and we will try to educate all employees constantly to satisfy cus-

tomers by thorough work process. 

Offering Engine Oil Replacement Visits to 
Rent-a-Car Customers

SK rent-a-car runs various membership services, and the mainte-

nance service with SpeedMate is offered. We conduct demand 

surveys toward membership customers and operate communica-

tion channels such as mobile applications to constantly improve 

customer complaints. According to the analysis of customer needs, 

there were many customers who considered it inconvenient to vis-

it service stations to get the free oil exchange service. 

SK rent-a-car, therefore, launched the ‘Engine Oil Replacement Visit 

Service’ in January 2019 to resolve customers’ inconvenience. We 

successfully increased customer satisfaction and plan to continue 

improving services through customer communication channels. 

Strengthening Maintenance Technological Capacity

SpeedMate has implemented the SpeedMate Maintenance Certif-

icates in 8 specific courses to improve the technological capacity 

for maintenance, which is a basic competitive advantage of the 

maintenance business. Mechanics who acquired certificates in all 8 

courses are granted a title of ‘SpeedMate Maintenance Master’, and 

those who acquired the ‘Master Craftsman Motor Vehicles Mainte-

nance’, which is the highest level of the mechanic-related govern-

mental certificate in Korea, are given rewards. As of the year-end 

2019, there are 26 SpeedMate Maintenance Masters and 24 Master 

Craftsman Motor Vehicles Maintenance. In 2019, we established 

the Maintenance Technology Training Center to operate more 

professional and systematic training courses. This center, located 

in Songjuk-dong, Suwon, develops and conducts theoretical and 

practical training online using the studio equipment. 

Expanding Hotel ICT Service

Walkerhill provides differentiated customer services through IT ser-

vices such as IoT rooms, chat bots, and mobile concierge. Various 

ICT services including unmanned kiosks and mobile apps for door/

lighting/temperature control are also operated at DARAKHYU. We 

are enhancing customer convenience through the ICT service 

operation, improving service quality through work efficiency, and 

reducing paper usage through the paperless system. In 2019, we 

installed kiosks at each desk in Grand Walkerhill Seoul and Vista 

Walkerhilll Seoul, and customer can check any additional products, 

such as ‘My Benefit’, included in the room product. Moreover, the 

OneKey System was introduced to enable customers to access all 

products using room keys without any coupons. Based on the ICT 

infrastructure, we will expand our ICT services including the ‘Ex-

press Check Out’ that enables simple check out through mobile 

application and ‘Now Waiting’ service that allows checking in with-

out waiting in lines. 

SUSTAINABILITY PRIORITIES                                 	Customer Value Explorer

Mobility Lifestyle Charging Station

SpeedMate Repair Techniques Training Center

SERVICE INNOVATION TO SATISFY 
DIVERSIFYING NEEDS OF CUSTOMERS
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Operating Customer Communication Channel

SK networks runs various channels for customer communication in 

diverse business areas, thereby enhancing customer satisfaction. 

We established the Customer Satisfaction Investigation System, 

applied the investigation progress into the internal KPI, and reflect-

ed customers’ experiences in development and improvement of 

products and services. Moreover, we opened a YouTube channel, 

‘SMaTV’ for sharing car maintenance knowledge to diversify our 

communication channels. 

Getting to Know Our Customer Project

SK networks strives to provide products and services from the per-

spective of customers. To proactively eliminate paint points of cus-

tomers, we formed the Customer Value Innovation TF in 2019 and 

executed a company-wide customer experience management 

project. The TF is run by the CEO, along with PR team, each brand, 

and CS personnel to analyze the overall process of customer ex-

perience in our products and services and diagnosed the voice of 

customers (VOC). Customer experiences collected are shared with 

each module and business monthly and endeavored to solve fun-

damental issues by identifying improvement tasks. First, we divid-

ed the process from customer’s awareness to return of products 

and services into 7 phases and identified issues by each phase of 

customer journey. 

The analysis of customer experience in connected from detecting 

issues, identifying customer experience and emotional context, 

and materializing ideas to improve customer experience, thereby 

enabling the comprehensive awareness and management of com-

mon issues in the flow of product and service. At the same time, 

we analyzed the VOC treatment process (5 phases: occurrence, col-

lection/registration, allocation, treatment, analysis/use) to find out 

what kind of issues are occurred in which phase of each brand. We 

promoted customer value activities by drawing major improve-

ment areas and selecting focused implementation tasks in each 

VOC treatment phase to promote customer value activities. And, 

we set a foundation for creating positive experiences of custom-

ers by creating customer-centered organization and operating the 

standardized treatment process. SK networks performs internal/

external customer value innovation activities for customers’ hap-

piness and intend to grow into a customer-friendly company that 

can be selected and supported by the customers. 

Strengthening Customer Information Protection

Based on various customer information, SK networks develops 

products and services that can satisfy customers and operates 

the information management system to safely process and pre-

vent breaches of customer information. SK networks acquired the 

Personal Information Management System (PIMS) and Information 

Security Management System (ISMS) in the Mobility and Hotel 

Divisions in 2015 and continuously strengthens our information 

protection system through the post evaluation and renewal eval-

uation every year. In 2019, we maintained both PIMS and ISMS to 

strengthen customer information protection. 

Data-based Customer Analysis and Response

SK networks established a proactive response system to analyze 

customer needs and take actions, instead of taking one-time or 

post-occurrence responses. Walkerhill reorganized all of its VOC 

collection system to enable unified collection of data. Through 

the analysis of the collected data, we selected improvement and 

emotional tasks in 17 worksites related to guest rooms and restau-

rants and give rewards to those with best practices. Moreover, we 

continuously gather opinions on customer value innovation of 

employees who work at the customer contact points to improve 

reasonable services. In the future, we plan to establish an environ-

ment for using more advanced data through the automation of 

customer data collection and treatment. 

Since October 2019, SK magic has been conducting the ‘Magic Eye’ 

project that uses machine learning based on the big data of cus-

tomer contract. We implemented the abnormal accounts* mod-

eling by analyzing accumulated data and improved the model 

through the field tests. Based on the analysis results, we will apply 

the tasks for preventing abnormal accounts and offer more reason-

able customer services. 
*Abnormal accounts: Accounts that are proceeded with irregular sales such as custom-

ers who do not pay rental fees and who sign new contracts after the existing accounts 

with the remaining contract periods. 

CUSTOMER COMMUNICATION
SUSTAINABILITY PRIORITIES                                 	Customer Value Explorer

Regular Meeting of Customer Value Innovation TF

Business Division Key Communication Channels

SpeedMate VOC channel

Service station

SNS channel

SMaTV

Customer Happy Call

SK rent-a-car VOC channel

Branch

SNS channel

Hompage, mobile app

Customer Happy Call

Walkerhill VOC channel

Homepage

Mobile app

Guest satisfaction survey

SK magic VOC channel

SNS channel

Homepage

Customer Happy Call

Customer contact point (MC)

Customer Communication Channels

➊ Aware and explore: The phase to access products and services through advertisement or recommendation

➋ Inquiry/consultation: The phase to request for inquiries and consultations about products and services on/offline

➌ Information comparison: The phase to compare check real products and compare information

➍ Decision/contract (installation): The phase to decide on a product and register customer information (technician’s installation visit)

➎ Completion: The phase to complete installation and set the IoT

➏ Use/management/AS: The phase to contact the customer center if any inquiries or repairs are needed

➐ Contract renewal/management: The phase to change products or renew contracts after the contract is expired

Identify Issues in Each Phase of Customer Journey (example of SK magic)

➊ Aware ➋ Enter ➌ Engage ➍ Act ➎ Exit ➏ After ➐ Return

VOC Treatment Process

Occur

Collect 
(Register)

Allocate

Treat

Analyze 
& Use

Improvement Directions

• DT use

• Process maintenance

• System supplement

• Organizational operation 
improvement
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No. of DT capacity certified* employees
*Certification for Level 1 capacity of data use

Amount of compensation through the 
Course Compensation System

Amount of training 
Investment per person

622persons

PERFORMANCE DATA

200M Approx. KRW 

1.38MApprox. KRW 

HAPPY WORKPLACE WITH 
MEMBERS

WHY IS IT MATTER?
A company can set a basis for its sustainability management through customers’ selection and support, 

and customers select the company when their issues are resolved through products and services pro-

vided by the company. Therefore, a transition of business model followed by the changes in business 

environment and customer needs is essential, and innovations can be achieved when the employees 

can focus on their work with happiness. Thus, employees’ happiness is a starting point to create cus-

tomers’ happiness and an optimal goal of companies. 

OUR COMMITMENT
SK networks set the optimal goal of our management activities as the ‘happiness of members’ so that 

the members can pursue happiness constantly by developing ‘happiness of both members and stake-

holders’. In addition, we are pursuing happiness of everyone based on communication and sympathy. 

First, we are creating a training environment to strengthen DT capacities and lifespan competitiveness 

of individual members. We support members to innovate their own way of working and develop their 

own ‘brand’, while also building the cultivation/communication-type appraisal system for a rational 

evaluation. Lastly, we improved the system to settle the culture of joyful working by embedding lateral 

communications and respects in daily lives of members and are executing various programs for com-

munications between the CEO and members. 

RELATED TOPIC

ALIGNMENT WITH UN SDGs

UN SDGs Activities of SK networks

Goal 3

Ensure healthy lives and 
promote well-being for 
all at all ages

• Mind and body management and benefits

Goal 4

Ensure inclusive and 
equitable quality education 
and promote lifelong 
learning opportunities for all

• Hackathon project
• Enhance DT capacities
• Strengthen lifespan competitiveness 
• Cheoom Concert and Magic Concert

Goal 5

Achieve gender equality and 
empower all women and girls

• Reduce burdens of childbirth and childcare

Goal 8

Promote sustained, 
inclusive and sustainable 
economic growth, full and 
productive employment and 
decent work for all

• Launch the BM Innovation Working Group
• Innovate working hours and spaces
• Operate the nurturing feedback system centered on tasks  

through the NetPro system
• Respect human rights and strengthen diversity
• Labor-management agreement and collective bargaining

• Strengthening employee capacities

• Employees’ human rights and horizontal organizational culture 

• Fair performance rewards and benefits

• Employee safety and health

• Expansion of labor-management communication

• Job creation and talents retention

• Respecting diversity

GENERAL 
REPORTING 

TOPICS

MATERIAL 
TOPICS
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In 2019, more than 100 tasks were proposed, and 4 of them are 

being executed. 

1 SK magic Project

In the rental business of SK magic, we aimed to respond to 

unexpected risks by analyzing data to set a preliminary detec-

tion model of contract terminations and rental fee overdues. 

Through the analysis of 3 months of data, we derived a signifi-

cant model and performed improvement and supplement pro-

cesses through the real case tests. We plan to apply the model 

actual business process to prevent operational risks proactively 

and maintain long-term relationship with customers. 

2 SK rent-a-car Project

The Rent-a-Car Business indirectly collects customer com-

plaints in real-time and developed a mobile app-based com-

munication model to improve the issues. We will use this model 

to not only collect VOCs, but also provide information about car 

driving, maintenance, and safety driving. 

3 Information & Communication Project

We are trying the crowd funding* platform as a means to reflect 

customers’ diversifying needs into new product development. 

Crowd funding is recognized for its effectiveness in identifying 

demands precisely and swiftly. Thus, we will be able to reduce 

unnecessary costs generated in the production process and 

propose customized products. 

4 SpeedMate Project

The car maintenance market is composed of various stakehold-

ers from large enterprises to SMEs. The structure of the market 

is so complex that customers often have difficulties in compar-

ing costs and service quality of maintenance or repair. 

The BM Innovation Working Group is performing a project to 

create a platform for resolving informational imbalance in the 

car maintenance process and achieving shared growth among 

stakeholders. We plan to secure transparency in the car mainte-

nance and auto parts supply, thereby increasing customer trust. 

*Crowd funding: A fundraising from various persons

BM Innovation Working Group Project Progress Sharing

BM Innovation Working Group Project Meeting 1

BM Innovation Working Group Project Meeting 2

Process of BM Innovation Working Group Project

TASK 
POOLING

PROJECT 
SELECTION

PROJECT 
EXECUTION

PROJECT 
EVALUATION

Collaboration Transfer/BM
 

A
pplication

QUICK WIN
Gain early achievement

ADVANCEMENT TARGET
Execute advanced projects 

by identifying potentials 

FAST FAIL
Terminate projects due to 

lack of potentials    Pooling Method
Proposals by members

Executing Organization
Outstanding talents + DT experts

Selection Standard
Customer value innovation, social value creation, DT technology 
application, member capacity improvement

FEATURE                                  STORIES

Launch of the BM Innovation Working Group

SK networks launched the BM Innovation Working Group in 

September 2019 to maximize innovation of customer values 

and creation of social values using the DT technology. This 

group is composed of the CEO as the group head and other tal-

ents from each business division and DT experts. 

The purpose of the working group is to share competences and 

knowledge among employees and enhance business competi-

tiveness. The BM Innovation Working Group is generating per-

formances through employees’ voluntary engagement, flexible 

organizational operation, and DT-based working methods. 

First, projects are executed by employees’ proposals and selec-

tions of tasks for future growth, instead of top-down job orders. 

Among the proposed tasks, projects are finally chosen based on 

the levels of customer value innovation, social value creation, 

and DT adaptability. 

Selected projects are operated in a basis of 3 months and eval-

uated to decide on whether to advance them or replace them 

with other projects. Flexible methodologies such as the Design 

Thinking* are used so that each task is developed and operated 

in a customer-oriented manner. Each organization is composed 

by each project, and any employees with objective views and 

flexible thinking can participate in the projects even without 

relevant experiences. 

Therefore, we have recovered from limitations in the existing 

business organization and reflected various views in the proj-

ect. The project group is operated in the agile type and pursues 

innovation in the working method and the culture of lateral 

communication. 

Furthermore, DT experts are engaging in projects by using DT 

techniques and data analysis methods in a shared office based 

on cloud collaboration tool without having limitations on time 

and space. 

*Design Thinking: A way of thinking to resolve issues through observation and sympathy and find alternatives through collaboration, instead of relying on knowledge or experience
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Hackathon Project

SK networks implemented the Hackathon Project toward DT Agent Group members who receive DT-related training after being se-

lected from each business division. The term, Hackathon, is a combination of hacking and marathon, and it is a contest that generated 

outcomes of applications, web services, and business models through the participants’ (producers, programmers, and designers) idea 

generation and programming within a given time period. 

SK networks planned the Hackathon Project to internalize DT capacities of the DT Agent Group members and to identify business 

models that are applicable to the real business. In November 2019, a total of 12 ideas were submitted, and 7 ideas including the ‘order 

automation and demand outlook of imported cars’ and ‘product suggestion solution by customer type through the analysis of Nshop 

sales’ were selected to be included in the basic analysis and advancement processes. On January 31, 2020, the Hackathon Day was held 

to share the performance of each project, and the those with outstanding performances were rewarded with awards.

Theme Presentation Day

AI-based Automated Car 

Hackathon Day Final Presentation

Hackathon Project Plans

Theme Presentation Day 

Proposed ideas through 
Design Thinking

Shared ideas 
for improvement

Teams were composed

Nov. 22, 2019

Announcement of 
the Contest 

12 ideas were submitted

7 ideas were selected

Nov. 13, 2019

Develop Day I

Defined issues 
and set advancement 
directions

Dec. 13, 2019

Develop Day Ⅱ

Conducted overall 
data processing and 
basic analysis

Dec. 20, 2019

Develop Day Ⅲ

In-depth coaching 
on insufficient areas 
through the consulting 
by experts

Jan. 17, 2020Hackathon Day Final 
Presentation

Jan. 31, 2020

FEATURE                                  STORIES

�

�

�
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SUSTAINABILITY PRIORITIES                                 	Happy Workplace with Members

Innovation of Worktime

SK networks is reforming the system for an autonomous schedul-

ing of employees to create an environment for focusing their work 

and increasing the quality of their lives. Since February 2019, we 

introduced the Selective Working Hour System on the monthly 

basis so that the employees can allocate their working hours effi-

ciently. Moreover, through the ‘Flextime’ for adjusting employees’ 

working hours autonomously and the ‘Lunch Hour Flex’ system for 

choosing their own lunch hours, we are enhancing autonomy and 

flexibility. Employees can now use their vacations when they need 

by notifying their schedule instead of getting approval from the 

supervisors. 

Walkehill has been included in the 52-hour Work Week since July 

2019. Moreover, the labor union and the management stipulated 

the provisions related to preventing employees’ financial losses 

caused by the 52-hour Work Week. 

SK magic introduced the Autonomous Responsibility Work System 

to allow employees to change their worktime on a weekly basis, 

without any approval from the supervisors. The ‘Magic Day’ system 

was also formed so that employees can work less on Fridays ac-

cording the overtime during the weekdays. Additionally, the inter-

nal computer network is shut off during the non-official worktime. 
 

Innovation of Workspace

SK networks created a workspace to enable employees to work 

and learn creatively and voluntarily. The ‘Cheoom Library’ is a place 

for employees to learn through reading and holds various lectures 

for employees’ capacity building. 

In 2019, we built a stairway meeting space, ‘Pruroom’, for lectures 

and discussions, as well as a space for communicating comfortably 

with music and media arts. 

Walkerhilll improved the workspace to enhance work efficiency. 

Open space and common meeting rooms were newly established 

to improve collaborations among employees and departments, 

while focused work rooms were built to maximize work efficiency. 

In 2019, SK magic built the Book Café where employees can study, 

rest, and communicate. Moreover, the standing meeting spaces 

and video conference systems were created for the efficient meet-

ing culture. 

Operating Task-oriented Nurturing Feedback 
System through the NetPro System

SK networks runs the NetPro-based evaluation system which 

provides a real-time feedback on tasks to prevent unnecessary 

competition internally that may be caused due to the relative eval-

uation conducted at the end of the year. NetPro system enables 

constant communication and feedback between leaders and em-

ployees, as well as improving the task process to accomplish goals. 

This system also supports a flexible cooperation focused on ‘work 

and customers’ instead of ‘internal competition’. 

In addition, SK networks newly introduced a Process-based Com-

pensation System through the NetPro system at the 2nd quarter 

of 2019. The Process-based Compensation System is aimed to 

strengthen employees’ motivations to participate in the feedback 

process and carry out tasks, and it is operated separately from the 

existing company-wide rewards. The compensation standards are 

set through the discussions of employees engaged in each task, 

and the characteristics of each organization are well systemized. 

As of the end of 2019, 549 employees received a total compensa-

tion worth about KRW 200 million. Walkerhill added the Individual 

Development Plan (IDP) for building mid to long-term capacities 

of employees and introduced the capacity tests. In the future, we 

plan to operate more effective employee appraisal system by ap-

plying the Task-oriented Nurturing Feedback System. 

Establishing Talent Cultivation System

SK networks systematically operates the Capacity Building Pro-

gram to strengthen employees’ competences in various areas such 

as Biz., work capacity, data usage, leadership, and working method 

changes. In particular, we established the ‘Data Use Capacity Sys-

tem’ in 2019 to actively aid employees to build their DT expertise. 

Walkerhill dualized the Job Capacity Training Department and the 

Company-wide Common Capacity Building Department. In 2019, 

Walkerhill established the Learning & Development Part that man-

ages job training of hotel employees. We also ran the ‘Customer 

Satisfaction (CS) Champion’ training course to cultivate leaders, 

and we plan to expand the course continuously. 

SK magic focuses on nurturing essential capacities for global busi-

ness activities, and in 2019, the nurturing programs were struc-

tured for strengthening team leadership, DT/IT work capacities, 

and collaboration and communication. 

Magic Day Self-recording Work Status

Cheoom Library

SK magic Book Café 

Annual Feedback Process

Throughout the Year (Jan. – Oct.)

USAGE

PROCESS

End of the Year (Nov.)

Feedback is not ‘checking what is complete’, 
but an ‘activity for creating better alternatives by communicating 

continuously during the work process’.

My own resume

GOAL 
SETTING

• Goal setting by task
• Define customers

PEER 
FEEDBACK

• Implementation by task
• Individual direct review

SNAP 
SHOT

• Qualification
• Individual characters

SELF 
REVIEW

• Self-review after task completion
• Lessons learned and corrective actions

FEEDBACK
• Constant feedback communication during task 
  implementation through the NetPro System
• Leaders’ final review after task completion

• Use bases for individual CDP and development plan

• My own resume – bases for Wikipedia-type resume

• Enhance job completeness through feedbacks by task

• Constant feedback communication during task implementation through  
the NetPro System

• Face-to-face feedback (Mutual Reflection Week) quarterly  
(April, July, November)

• Throughout the Year: Feedback focused on task 
and working method (creative)

• End of the Year: Feedback focused on individual 
capacities and characters

Process compensation

• Facilitate sharing and cooperating tasks among coworkers

• Reporting time reduction, work process efficiency

• Respect diversity and recognize/encourage achievement

• Grounds for compensation of the ‘process’

• Internalization of noneconomic values such as 
social values and happiness

MAIN 
FEEDBACK

000 000 

INNOVATION OF WORKING METHOD
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Definition Capacity Requirement

Building DT Capacity

Data Use Capacity System

SK networks applied DT in overall business through the compa-

ny-wide Data Use Capacity System and promotes innovation of 

DT-based working method. The Data Use Capacity System is com-

posed of from the basic phase, Level 1 to the highest expert, Level 

5. In 2019, we conducted capacity building of employees focused 

on Level 1 and Level 2. Level 1 training is structured of the basic 

grammar and statistics of Python, and a total of 603 employees 

completed 4 courses and 543 of them acquired certificates. In Lev-

el 2 training, the SQL basic and programming math, AI and ma-

chine-learning basics, and Python data analysis were offered in 2 

courses. 94 employees completed the courses and 49 acquired 

certificates. We provided special vacations and hotel vouchers to 

employees who earned certificates. 

Starting in 2020, we will fortify the data use capacity training in 

connection to the AI and data use training courses of SK Group’s 

training platform, ‘mySUNI’. SK magic also is improving employees’ 

DT capacities based on the Data Use Capacity System. In 2019, we 

provided on/offline training for Level 1 and Level 2 and conducted 

the capacity certificate tests. As a result, 201 employees completed 

the Level 1 training and 79 acquired certificates, and 19 completed 

the Level 2 training and 17 received certificates. We planned the 

‘DT Field Application Project’ to practically apply DT in the business 

and executed the project with 6 of Level 2 trainees and outside 

experts. 

DSG Operation

Data Scientist Group (DSG) is a group of data analytic experts of 

SK networks to establish a data analysis environment required for 

DT operation and to internalize DT expertise. DSG selects person-

nel from the employees who engaged in the company-wide data 

training courses and cultivates data analysts through the expertise 

training in statistics, programming, and machine learning. 

Data analysts of DSG collaborates with their coworkers by partici-

pating in project executions, DT Agent Group, and BM Innovation 

Working Group in regards to data analysis tasks for customer value 

innovation and business corrective actions. We also established 

the AWS*-based Integrated Data Analytic Platform to sophisti-

cate the data analysis environment (to be completed in August 

2020) and build the Data Governance System, thereby achieving 

enhancement of data capacities and the culture of data-based 

working.

*AWS: Amazon Web Services Cloud

Strengthening Lifespan Competitiveness

SK networks runs programs for nurturing employees’ ‘job compe-

tences’ and their own ‘lifespan competitiveness’. Since March 2019, 

we have systemized the ‘Self-Design CoP*’ that enables employ-

ees to learn about knowledge and technologies of their areas of 

interest. ‘Self-Design CoP’ provides employees opportunities to 

develop their ‘lifespan competitiveness’ by experiencing and chal-

lenging new areas and contributes to spreading customer-orient-

ed thinking by improving their understanding of various market 

environments and customers that cannot be witnessed within the 

company. Moreover, SK networks encourages employees to brand 

themselves by making the ‘self-profile’ based on their characteris-

tics, strengths, and competitive edges. 

Walkerhill also leads employees to acquire relevant certificates in 

the process of implementing the IDP. We plan to newly include 

programs related to certificates and academic degrees to further 

improve lifespan competitiveness of employees. 

*CoP: Community of Practice

Cheoom Concert and Magic Concert

SK networks holds Cheoom Concert to enhance employees’ un-

derstanding of products/services, customers, and market trends. 

The Cheoom Concert 2019 is composed of the ‘Day Cheoom’ that 

offers various experiences to employees through outside lectures 

and internal best practices and the ‘Night Cheoom’ that strength-

ens their lifespan competitiveness by offering expertise training. 

At the Day Cheoom, we conducted training of SE Market* and 

machine learning lectures related to social values and DT trends, 

and at the Night Cheoom, we improve capacities in the mid to 

long-term perspectives through 3-month video editing and 1-year 

humanities (Analects) courses. 

SK magic runs the Magic Concert by selecting themes of chang-

es, innovation, communications, and leadership, apart from the 

Cheoom Concert. Magic Concerts were held twice in 2019 about 

‘Future Technology Changes and Our Reactions’ in April and ‘De-

sign Thinking’ in September.
*SE Market: Social Enterprise Market, Enterprises that conduct sales in goods and ser-

vices while pursuing SV creation and social purposes. 

Values Camp

SK networks operates the Values Camp where employees discuss 

about the happiness of individuals and the company. This pro-

gram enables everyone to feel joy of working together while rec-

ognizing needs for collaboration and communication. In 2019, 320 

employees participated in 8 sections of the Values Camp, and a 

workshop under the theme, ‘Creating Happy Workplace’ was held 

to find ways to solve issues that disturbs happiness in the company. 

Another program, ‘100-year Life & Finding My Brand’ was offered to 

strengthen lifespan competitiveness of employees. 

Final Presentation of SK magic DT Field Application Project 

Company-wide Data Use Capacity System

SE Market

Cheoom Concert 2019

HELD IN CONCERT TITLE

March What is a good writing?

Video editing course

April Want to learn Analects with Youngmin?

Values and opportunities of AI

May Design that loves human beings

June Self-defense martial arts

July Sustainability: 4th Industrial Evolution, energy, 

machine learning

September Video editing course

SE market

October Good life

November DNA editing & future bio technologies

• Researcher level capable of modifying and applying the model 
source code including deep-learning due to high standard of 
knowledge in mathematics, statistics and programming

• Capable of manage the overall process from project design, 
problem setting, team composition to solution provision

• Capable of solving problems and optimizing models in the 
predictive modeling process and programming for automation

• Capable of developing and deploying independent predictive 
models for commercialization

• Secured theoretical knowledge of all areas of data analysis and 
machine learning

• Capable of implementing basic analysis and modeling inde-
pendently, yet in need of experts’ advices

• Capable of securing and communicating basic knowledge about 
data analysis and machine learning

• Capable handling data for exploratory analysis, yet in need of 
experts’ help in developing models

• Sympathize needs for data analysis and programming
• Understand basic grammar of programming language (Python)

• Application of changes in deep/machine learning models
• Experience in projects for applying AI using various models in the 

research phase

• Application of deep learning framework and key models 
(MLP / CNN / RNN / GAN)

• Skill sets for performance improvement  
(Voting, Bagging, Boosting, Stackting, Meta optimization)

• Text analysis (classification, sensitivity analysis, Clustering, etc.)

• Understanding of neural network
• Use of main algorithms for each machine learning area
• Statistical theories (probability theory/distribution/correlation/

testing) and linear algebra/calculus/optimization

• Basic machine learning using the Sci-kit learn
• Basic sampling/operation and visualization of data
• Communication capacities using basic statistics

• Basic grammar of programming language (Python)
• Basic statistics (probability/variables types/distribution/testing)
• Understanding of data analysis process

Lv. 5

Lv. 4

Lv. 3

Lv. 2

Lv. 1
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system such as family event payments and continuous service 

compensations. 

Reducing Burdens of Childbirth and Childcare

SK networks runs the Maternal Protection System to enable em-

ployees to perform both childbirth/childcare and work. Thus, we 

not only abide by the relevant legal regulations, but also prevent 

career interruption of employees while also reducing their burdens 

of childbirth and childcare. By registering the childcare leave auto-

matically after maternity leave, we are creating the culture of uti-

lizing the childcare leave freely. Moreover, we excluded employees 

who had worked less than 6 months per year due to the childcare 

leave from the annual appraisal to prevent any disadvantages, and 

we offer the infertility leave up to 2 years. Walkerhill changed the 

system so that both husbands and wives can apply for the child-

care leave at the same time and also extended the length of child-

care leave of employees with pregnant spouses. SK magic extend-

ed the childcare leave length of employees with pregnant spouses 

as well and the reduced working hours for pregnant employees 

to 2 years. 

Body and Mind Management and Welfare

SK networks aid healthy and happy lives of employees through 

the body and mind management such as regular health check and 

therapeutic consultation services. We also enhance the quality of 

employees’ lives by running the welfare system such as financial 

assistance and special leaves. Since 2019, we have hired the visually 

impaired employees as the ‘Health Keeper’ and offered the service 

to employees. Therefore, employees can manage their exhausted 

body and focus more on their work. 

Walkerhilll constantly runs programs to relieve stress from the 

emotional labor due to its business nature to treat customers face-

to-face daily. In particular, lectures and regular safety and health 

training are conducted, in cooperation with the Gwangjin-gu 

Mental Health Center, to share professional measures to respond 

to emotional stress from labor. SK magic have provided employees 

financial aids for flu vaccinations and conducted campaigns for 

stop smoking since 2019. SK magic also created a financial support 

system for self-developing holidays toward employees who intend 

to use vacations for more than 5 days, while also expanding pay-

ments for family events and SK magic product purchases. 

SUSTAINABILITY PRIORITIES                                 	Happy Workplace with Members

Creating the Culture of Horizontal Organization

Group Forum

SK networks operates forums by group based on voluntary and 

active participation of employees. The Group Forum is divided 

into 3 forums considering years of experience and themes, and 

participants are decided by voluntary applications. Each forum is 

held monthly and focuses on creating the lateral communication 

culture. Moreover, opinions discussed in the forum is applied prac-

tically into making systematic/cultural improvements in the work 

environment. 

J Forum

J Form constitutes juniors with 8 or less work experience and dis-

cusses about how the working method should be innovated to 

create a happy workplace. Participants approach the innovation 

through study, experience, and discussions, and propose their 

opinions freely. Opinions derived from the J Forum are reflected in 

improving the system and organizational culture of SK networks. 

CEO Activities for Lateral Communication

SK networks performs active communications of the CEO with 

employees through Happy Talk, Working-level Comm. Day, Com-

pany-wide Forum, and Values Camp. In 2019, the Happy Talk was 

held to bring out commitment of employees as the management 

purpose of SK Group changed to ‘Happiness of Members’. At the 

Happy Talk, we discuss about the happiness we need to purse and 

listen to various of employees’ opinions while also sharing the Hap-

piness Strategies of SK networks. 

Creating Mutual Respect Culture

SK networks is establishing the mutual respecting culture and 

lateral communication system among employees to create the 

‘Happy Workplace to Work with Good People’. We changed titles 

of team members to ‘manager’ to break from the conventional title 

system and enable more lateral communication. We also encour-

age everyone to use honorific communication to prevent the dif-

ferences in job titles from affecting voicing out opinions. Walkerhill 

also unified all job titles to ‘manager’ in 2019, and this will be ex-

tended to SK magic in 2020 to spread the culture of mutual respect 

among members. 

SK magic conducted the Magic Mirror and MagicAll Program in 

2019 to build trust and create collaborative minds based on mu-

tual understanding among employees. Magic Mirror is a workshop 

program conducted by team unit to vitalize communication and 

solve issues. The program was conducted toward 3 teams, and the 

program details were designed by reflecting opinions of employ-

ees. The MagicAll is a program to find collaborative points focused 

on best practices by sharing meaning and work processes. A total 

of 118 employees composed of the promoted, assistant managers, 

and managers participated in the program, and it was an opportu-

nity to broaden their views on the organization. 

Group Forum Scheme

FORUM THEME TARGET

H Forum
Preparing for 
100-year Life

Working-level and voluntary 
participants

C Forum
Analyzing 
Biz Trend

Employees with 9+ years of 
experience

J Forum
Innovating Working 
Method

Employees with 8- years of 
experience

Maternal and Childcare Leaves 2019

No. of employees on pro/post 
pregnancy leave

47

No. of employees on spouses’ 
pregnancy leave

45

No. of employees on childcare 
leave (male)

89

No. of employees on childcare 
leave (female)

28

Happy Talk

SK magic Magic Mirror

Respecting Employees

Respecting Human Rights of Employees

SK networks set employees’ human rights and basic living protec-

tion as the principles of employment and states in the work con-

ditions that guaranteeing and improving laborers’ basic living is 

prioritized. In particular, we comply with articles indicated in laws 

related to human rights such as working hours, wages, discrimi-

nation, and collective bargaining. In the articles of association, we 

defined the optimal goal of our business activities as ‘employees’ 

happiness’ and indicate that we need to continuously pursue hap-

piness of employees and stakeholders in the business philosophy. 

SK magic stipulated relevant regulations about harassment at work 

and strives to create the culture of human respect by conducting 

online training to employees. 

Strengthening Employment of the Vulnerable Social Group

SK networks is discovering new positions and services to extend 

employment opportunities of the vulnerable social group. In 2019, 

we created job positions of the Health Keeper* service and inter-

nal café tumbler cleaning for the visually impaired employees, and 

a total of 10 disabled employees were hired including 7 visually 

impaired. 

Walkehill subdivided the positions of food & beverage and rooms 

to create positions for the disabled employees. SK magic hired 11 

disabled employees in 2019, and a total of 20 disabled employees 

are working as the office worker and rental salesperson as of the 

end of 2019. 

Labor-Management Agreement and Collective Bargaining

SK networks reflects voice of employees in the business activities 

through the agreement, surveys, interviews, and votes with the 

labor union. In 2019, we introduced the Selective Working Hour 

System through the labor-management agreement. Moreover, the 

‘Happy Forum’ was held to embrace opinions of various employ-

ees regarding the overall human resources (HR) system. Walkerhill 

conducts the collective bargaining every 2 years, and in 2019, the 

flextime, substitute holiday system, revoking mandatory use of 

annual vacation days, and employee benefit points were settled 

through the labor-management agreement. SK magic has main-

tained non-dispute agreement between labor and management 

for 6 years until 2019. In 2019, we agreed on the welfare benefit 

HORIZONTAL ORGANIZATIONAL 
CULTURE AND EMPLOYEE RESPECT

*Health Keeper: National qualified massage therapists who manage health manage-

ment of employees
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GOVERNANCE

Appointment of Directors

Directors of SK networks are appointed at the general shareholders' 

meeting. As at March 2020, the board of directors (BOD) consists of 

2 executive directors, 1 non-executive director and 4 Independent 

directors. By separating the roles of the CEO and the chairman of 

the BOD, we have established an objective and independent gov-

ernance structure for management. The BOD determines the main 

policies of the company's overall management, and there are two 

committees within the board of directors: the Audit Committee 

and the Recommendation / Nomination. 

BOD Operation 

The BOD reviews and decides on matters prescribed by the law 

or the articles of incorporation, matters delegated by the general 

shareholders’ meeting, basic policies of the company's manage-

ment, and important matters concerning the execution of duties. 

The BOD is composed of all directors appointed from the gener-

al shareholders’ meeting and is held once a month but may be 

convened by the chairman when needed. Decisions of the BOD 

are made by the attendance of the majority of directors and the 

majority of attendants. The voting rights of directors with conflict 

of interest on the agenda are limited. 

Expertise of Directors 

We secure expertise of the BOD by appointing directors with ex-

pertise in various areas such as corporate management, law, fi-

nance/accounting and marketing. 

In particular, the Audit Committee is composed of Independent 

directors with abundant experience and high expertise in finance, 

accounting or finance, strengthening the function of overseeing 

the management and evaluating internal accounting manage-

ment systems. In addition, the Management Diagnosis Team is op-

erated as an audit support body to assist the Audit Committee in 

carrying out management supervision effectively. 

Role of the BOD 

Strengthen the function of audit 

The Audit Committee, which consists only of Independent direc-

tors, ensures the independence of the audit organization and gives 

strong checks and holds authority to the BOD and CEO, who are in 

charge of overall management. 

Strengthen transparency in accounting 

We are enhancing the trust of our shareholders and financial insti-

tutions by reorganizing the internal control system and respond-

ing proactively and actively through the certification system of the 

CEO. 

Reinforce compliance activities 

By adopting the compliance officer system, we are systematiz-

ing compliance control standards and enhancing management 

stability. 

Promote sustainability management 

Major status of the sustainability management is annually reported 

to the BOD, and we plan to promote sustainability management 

through the highest decision-making body. 

BOD Activities in 2019 

In 2019, a total of 10 board meetings were held and 26 issues were 

decided.

MANAGEMENT REPORT 

- Governance

- Ethical Management

- Fair Trade

- Shared Growth

- SHE Management

- Social Contribution

BOD

CATEGORY NAME FIELD OF ACTIVITY MAIN CAREER

Executive 
Directors

Choi, Shin Won Chairman & CEO Chairman & CEO, SK networks

Park, Sang Gyu President & CEO President & CEO, SK networks

Non-executive 
Directors

Cho, Dae Sik Non-executive Directors Chairman, SUPEX Council

Independent 
Directors

Lee, Cheon Se Chairman, Audit Committee
Member, Recommendation / Nomination

Lawyer, DongIn Law Group

Ha, Young Won Chairman, Board of Directors
Member, Recommendation / Nomination
Member, Audit Committee

Emeritus, Sogang University
Business Department

Lim, Ho Chairman, Recommendation / Nomination Lawyer/Professor Hongik University
(Intellectual Property Law)

Jeong, Suk Woo Member, Audit Committee Professor, Korea University Business
Department

Sub-committees

NAME CATEGORY NAME PURPOSE AND SUBJECT OF RIGHT

Recommendation / 
Nomination

3 Independent 
directors

Lee, Cheon Se
Ha, Young Won
Lim, Ho

- To establish process of recommending candidates of Independent directors
- To secure candidate’s pool and recommend candidates of Independent directors

Audit Committee 3 Independent 
directors

Lee, Cheon Se
Ha, Young Won
Jeong, Suk Woo

- To audit and account

Board Meetings and Agendas

NO. DATE AGENDA

1 Jan 31 2019 The approval of 66th financial statement (2018)

2 Mar 5 2019 The convocation of the 66th general shareholders' meeting

3 Mar 22 2019 The relocation of the logistics center in the Seoul metropolitan area

4 Apr 29 2019 The 2019 SUPEX council operation cost sharing

5 Jul 30 2019 Management performance report for Q2 of 2019

6 Sep 23 2019 The transferring of car rental business (Contribution in kind)

7 Oct 22 2019 Management performance report for Q3 of 2019

8 Oct 31 2019 The approval of withdrawal of SSK business

9 Nov 21 2019 The case of disposal of shares in Mokgam rest area 

10 Dec 20 2019 The approval of transaction with SK holdings in 2020

BOD-related Organizational Chart

*BOD activities in 2019 (all) : https://www.sknetworks.co.kr/en/investInfo/bodMembers.do

**Disclosure of governance report in 2019 : http://dart.fss.or.kr/dsaf001/main.do?rcpNo=20190603800771
*As of April 17, 2020

Recommendation / Nomination
3 Independent directors

BOD Secretariat
6 persons

Audit Committee
3 Independent directors

Corporate Audit Team
6 persons

General 
Shareholders’ 

Meeting

Board of Directors
2 executive directors

4 independent directors
1 non-executive director

*As of April 17, 2020

*As of April 17, 2020
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ETHICAL 
MANAGEMENT

Ethical Management Structure

SK networks plans to form a fair and transparent corporate cul-

ture through the ethical management in order to fulfill our ethical 

responsibility and enhance trust of stakeholders. To this end, SK 

networks enacted and declared the Ethical Creed in 2007 based 

on the SK Management System (SKMS), which is the Group’s man-

agement philosophy. The Code of Ethics sets the standard for righ-

teous behaviors and value judgments for employees and requires 

suppliers to recognize and comply with them.

Ethical Management System

Since enacting and proclaiming the Code of Ethics in 2007, SK net-

works has been striving to establish the ethical management as 

a corporate culture through a systematic approach based on the 

ethical management system 3C (Code, Compliance, Consensus).

Code of Ethics

In 2007, SK networks enacted the Code of Ethics as Basic Regula-

tions for Management. In addition, we continuously update the 

code for employees to use as a basis for righteous decisions and 

judgements of behaviors in ethical conflicts that may arise in the 

course of job performance. SK networks will create values for vari-

ous stakeholders including customers, employees and sharehold-

ers by complying with the Code of Ethics and grow into a compa-

ny that is trusted and respected by the society through fair and 

transparent corporate management activities. The Code of Ethics 

describes the basic ethics of employees, attitudes to customers, re-

sponsibility for the company and shareholders, relationships with 

business partners and the role in the society.

*Details of the Code of ethics : https://www.sknetworks.co.kr/sknCom/csmEthicsActivity.do

Code of Ethics Practice Guideline and Ethical Management 

Practice FAQ

SK networks manages the Code of Ethics Practice Guideline to sug-

gest detailed regulations of the code of ethics. The guideline con-

stitutes various articles including anticorruption, mutual respect 

(anti-discrimination), protecting information of the company and 

customers, resolving conflict of interest, fair trade (anti-collusion), 

safety/environmental/health responsibilities, and protecting whis-

tleblowers. In particular, we indicated the article 7 (Receipt of an 

Improper Gift and Entertainment) and article 12 (Prohibition of Im-

proper Solicitation and Grafts) in the guideline to prevent violation 

of the legal regulations such as the ‘Improper Solicitation and Graft 

Act’. Specific guidelines on the cases such as improper receipt of 

benefits, prohibition of internal information breach, and conflict 

of interests are included in the Ethical Management Practice FAQ. 

Compliance

Corporate Audit Team

SK networks operates the Corporate Audit Team under the CEO 

and is striving to establish the ethical management practice sys-

tem to promote and spread an ethical corporate culture. To this 

end, we implement various systems and programs such as ethi-

cal management training, ethical management survey, reporting 

channel, and self-monitoring & correction system. In addition, we 

operate the diagnosis and support system so that our subsidiaries 

and overseas worksites can develop their own ethical manage-

ment activities.

Operating Ethical Management Council

SK networks operate the Ethics Management Council to strength-

en the ethical management capabilities of subsidiaries and to con-

duct efficient ethical management activities in cooperation with 

the Head Office and subsidiaries. The council chief and the steering 

committee are consisted of CEOs of the Head Office and subsidiar-

ies, and the heads of HR of each company are composed of ethics 

committees to establish a close collaboration system and enhance 

execution.

Self-monitoring & correction System 

SK networks organizes ethical risk checklists for each business to 

enhance autonomy in ethical management and annually conducts 

self-inspection. The checklist is designed to check and evaluate risks 

of each job in various areas such as HR management, cost man-

agement, purchasing/business partner management, sales/debt 

management, investment management system, inventory manage-

ment and specific risk management. In addition, the Corporate Au-

dit Team conducts a year-round diagnosis on the contents received 

through its own business diagnosis and reporting channels.

Reporting Channel Operation and Whistleblower Protection

SK networks operates various channels for all stakeholders to report 

on unethical behaviors. Counseling and reporting contents are re-

ceived and processed privately, and the contents and information 

about whistleblowers are strictly protected. After verifying the facts 

of the report, the results are provided to the whistleblower.

*Ethical Management Homepage: https://ethics.sk.co.kr/Eng/Main.aspx

Results of Ethical Management Reports

A total of 74 cases were reported in 2019, and the Corporate Au-

dit Team and the exclusive ethical management organization of 

the Ethical Management Council conducted investigations on the 

reported cases. Cases related to customer complaints were trans-

ferred to the customer service departments of each business divi-

sion and affiliate. 9 cases that were categorized as violations to the 

Ethical Management were taken disciplinary actions through the 

decision-making of the HR Committee. 

Consensus

Ethical Management Training

SK networks conducts the online ethical management training 

every year for all employees. In 2019, we organized training on 10 

themes such as Anti-discrimination and Whistleblower Protection 

and achieved 97.4% completion rate (including overseas corpora-

tions and subsidiaries). In addition, we conduct satisfaction surveys 

on the effectiveness of training, case synthesis and timeliness of 

ethics management trainees to continuously improve the training 

system and contents.

Ethical Management Workshop

SK networks conducts the ethical management practice workshop 

to identify ethical dilemmas that can occur at each workplace and 

discuss problem solving processes. As the Prohibition against 

Workplace Harassment to prohibit physical/mental harassment 

using misusing priority in workplaces has been executed since 

July 2019, we conducted a workshop with the theme, ‘Prohibiting 

Workplace Harassment’ and ‘Possible Cases of Corruption/Fraud in 

Organizations’ in 2019. The workshop was carried out through dis-

cussions after watching relevant videos, and a total 4,800 persons 

(414 departments) participated to internalize the Ethical manage-

ment. 

Ethical Management Survey

SK networks conducts ethical management surveys to employees 

of headquarter and suppliers every year to comply with the Code 

of Ethics and assess the level of ethical practice culture. In 2019, 

3,705 employees participated in the survey of the 19 items in 3 

categories (Code of Ethics Compliance Standard/Ethical Manage-

ment Practice System Operation Standard/Ethical Practice Culture 

Policy and Internalization Standard). Based on the feedback from 

the annual surveys, we will perform various activities including 

strengthening competences of the exclusive organization for Eth-

ical Management, invigorating the Ethical Management channels 

of affiliates, and expanding specific programs related to Ethical 

Management training. 

Pledge of Ethical Practice

SK networks employees participate in the Ethics Practice Pledge 

on the first business day of each year. Through employees’ volun-

tary actions, we are striving to enhance awareness and contribute 

to establish a transparent and clear corporate culture of ethical 

management.

CODE Code of Ethics, Code of Ethics Guideline, 
FAQ for practicing ethical management

COMPLIANCE Exclusive organization for ethical management, 
Ethics Reporting channels and Whistleblower protection, 
Self-monitoring & correction system

CONSENSUS Ethical management training, workshops and survey, 
pledge of ethical practices

CATEGORY RATIO OF CASES (%)

Customers 41.9

Employees 44.6

Business partners 2.7

Others 10.8

Ethical Management-related Cases by Stakeholder Group

CATEGORY NO. OF DISCIPLINARY ACTIONS

Money-related 3

Employee-related 3

Regulation violation-related 3

Total 9

Disciplinary Actions of Ethical Management Violations

Ethical Management Council

No. of Ethical Management Reports 

YEAR 2017 2018 2019

No. of cases 73 72 74

Chief

Head of Practice

Steering Committee

Assistant Administrator

SK networks

SK pinx

SK rent-a-car service

SK networks service

SK magic

Walkerhill
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*Some field workers and overseas corporation employees have been replaced with on-

site training due to the work environment where online training is not accessible.
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FAIR TRADE SHARED GROWTH

Fair Trade Compliance Program

The Fair Trade Compliance Program (CP) is an internal compliance 

system that enacts and operates regulations related to the fair 

trade. SK networks has legislated the CP since 2002 and introduces 

the status of CP operation in an agenda of board meetings every 

year. Through the operation of CP, we are proposing clear and con-

crete codes related to the fair trade and preemptively controls po-

tential legal risks in the business operation.

Fair Trade Compliance Organization

SK networks appoints a compliance officer at BOD and operates a 

dedicated compliance organization. Through this voluntary com-

pliance organization, we check each business's compliance with 

fair trade laws and prevent the possibility of competition restric-

tions. In addition, we are laying the foundation for compliance by 

sharing key policies related to fair trade.

Clarifying Commitment of the Top Management and 

Amending the Handbook

In order to foster a culture of fair trade within the company, the 

CEO's willingness to comply and expression of interest are import-

ant. SK networks declared our commitment to Jeong-Do Man-

Direction of Mutual Cooperation

SK networks operates a variety of businesses, including informa-

tion and communication logistics, and vehicle maintenance and 

repair, in partnership with business partners in the form of affili-

ates or dealers. SK networks not only establishes and maintains fair 

and reasonable business relationships with our business partners, 

but also maintains communication through face-to-face meeting 

channels. In order to build a healthy and future-oriented business 

partnership and create shared value, we have been implementing 

the Shared Growth programs such as technical support and edu-

cation support and expanding active communication. 

agement through voluntary compliance with the Fair Trade Act 

through New Year’s announcement. Moreover, the board of direc-

tors assigned the Head of Sustainability Management Office as the 

Voluntary Compliance Manager to emphasize the importance of 

complying with the Fair Trade in the sustainability management. 

Operating the SKN Compliance Council

SK networks operates the SKN Compliance Council composed of 

SK networks and 6 subsidiaries to fulfill our responsibilities of the 

Compliance Management and Fair Economy and enhance the 

compliance level of new businesses introduced through the im-

provement of business portfolio. The council is operated in each of 

3 modules (Legal, CR, SHE*) and conducts activities for enhancing 

knowledge and sharing and preventing key issues by training and 

sharing relevant information about laws and regulations. In 2019, 

110 working-levels and managers of each module of SK networks 

and 6 subsidiaries participated in the 4 council meetings for com-

pliance collaboration and upgrade activities. In 2020, we plan to 

fortify the basis of our Compliance Management by developing 

the function of the council and strengthening activities for increas-

ing compliance standard and collaboration. 

*SHE: Safety·Health·Environment

8 Core Factors of CP

Business Partners Overview

Fair Trade Training of SKN Compliance Council

FACTOR 1

Execute standards and 
procedures of CP

FACTOR 5

Conduct continuous and 
systematic compliance training

FACTOR 2

Clarify willingness of CEO and 
guideline for compliance

FACTOR 6

Establish internal supervision 
system

FACTOR 3

Assign compliance officers in 
charge of CP operation

FACTOR 7

Sanction employees who 
violated laws related to fair trade

FACTOR 4

Spread and use compliance 
handbooks

FACTOR 8

Assess effectiveness and take 
corrective actions

SK networks Business Area

Global

ICT

Rent-a-CarSpeedMate

Hotel&Resort

Household 
appliances

Dealers and 
Franchisees

Material and 
Part Suppliers 

Vehicle 
Manufacturer

Mobile 
Suppliers

Self-employed 
(MC etc.)

Agency

UPSTREAM BUSINESS PARTNER DOWNSTREAM BUSINESS PARTNER
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Mutual Collaboration Activities

Purchasing Deliberation Committee

SK networks operates the Purchasing Deliberation Committee to 

review the adequacy of supplier selection and to continue fair 

and transparent purchasing activities. The Purchasing Deliber-

ation Committee consists of 5 members, including the head of 

the Corporate Culture Headquarters as the chairman and 4 of key 

management officers and the Corporate Audit Team leader. The 

Purchasing Organization holds the committee on purchases that 

are subject to deliberation*. In 2019, a total of 11 deliberations were 

conducted.

*Over KRW 500M contracts and over KRW 1B competition purchases

Shared Growth MBA

SK networks actively participates in the Shared Growth Master of 

Business Administration (MBA) program undertaken by SK Group 

to strengthen competence of our suppliers. In consideration of the 

transaction period and performance, suppliers are eligible to par-

ticipate in the program, and total 3 companies participated in 2019.

Shared Growth Seminars with Supplier CEOs

SK networks actively participates in the Shared Growth Seminars 

with Supplier hosted by SK Group monthly. The seminar is held 

on various topics such as shared growth, social enterprise, and hu-

manities to support various capacity buildings of supplier CEOs. It 

is held 5 times the first half year and 4 times the second half year, 

and total 8 partners participated.

Shared Growth Fund

SK networks supports partner companies with the Shared Growth 

Fund established by agreement between SK Group and IBK. As at 

March 2020, we have provided KRW 1.6 billion to 6 partners, and 

we expect to increase our partner companies using of the Shared 

Growth Fund because of the growing economic uncertainty.

Operating Shared Growth Council

SK networks holds the Shared Growth Council biannually to survey 

on the grievance and market conditions of Business partners and 

support their shared growth. In the council, we show appreciation 

for outperforming partners, present about the purchasing policy, 

and share opinions about the plans to grow together. 

Supplier CSR Management

SK networks proactively manages CSR risks of suppliers and busi-

ness partners and induces continuous improvement. To this end, 

we have established a code of conduct for business partners, and 

the management areas are divided into business ethics, respect 

for human rights, safety and health, and environmental protection. 

In particular, we enforce compliance with the safety management 

and legal rates of contracts and review them before the payment. 

In addition, we are building an evaluation system to reflect social 

responsibility factors when selecting and evaluating suppliers.

SHE 
MANAGEMENT

SHE Management Implementation System

SK networks operates the company-wide management system to 

prepare for the risks related safety, health, and environment (SHE) 

and minimize negative environmental impacts from the business 

activities. The system is unified throughout the company and op-

erated flexibly by setting operational factors through the SHE risks 

diagnosis reflecting nature of each business division. In 2019, we 

began operating the SHE Council composed of SK networks and 

investors to sophisticate the SHE Management System. Through 

the council, we established the SHE management system of the 

new businesses and form a communication network that enables 

identifying prioritized risks and sharing SHE issues instantly. 

Response to SHE Incidents

SK networks responds to the SHE incidents based on the concrete 

manual and emergency response system. The SHE Incident Re-

sponse Manual clearly defines various types of accidents and cate-

gorizes types and levels of accidents. Moreover, the emergency re-

sponse system between relevant departments are activated when 

an incident occurs, thereby realizing early reaction and minimized 

damage. After the incident is treated, we conduct investigations 

about the cause and execute preventive measures. 

SHE Council

SK networks SHE Management Implementation System

SHE Management 
Regulation

• General provisions of SHE Management 

• SHE performance measurement and improvement management

• SHE awards and disciplines management

• SHE audits management

Environmental and 
Food Hygiene 
Management 

Regulation

• Water quality management

•  Waste management

• Chemicals management

• Food sanitation management

Safety & Health 
Management 

Regulation

• Safety and health protection gear management

• Safety rules management

• Work permit management

• Work risk assessment management

• Health diagnosis management

• Safety and health training management

• Safety and health management for suppliers

•  Incident management

• Emergency response management

SK networks Investors

• Establish SHE management system of new businesses

• Derive prioritized tasks from businesses of SK rent-a-car 

and SK magic

• Establish immediate alert network for the occurrences of  

SHE issues

SHE Council

Code of conduct for business partners

• Eliminate violations

• Disclose information

• Protect intellectual property

• Protect personal information

Corporate Ethics

• Occupational safety

• Prepare for emergency at worksite

• Prevent industrial disasters and illness

• Manage excessive work

Safety and Health

• Self-directed labor

• Prohibit child labor

• Comply with working hour

• Wage and welfare

• Humanitarian treatment

• Prohibit discrimination

Human Respect

• Comply with environmental laws

• Prevent environmental pollution and reduce energy

• Manage hazardous substances

• Manage air pollutants

• Manage restricted substances in products

Environment Protection

*Supplier Code of Conduct: pp. 90-91
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Safety Management of Customers and Employees

Goals and Campaigns for Safety and Health

SK networks recognizes that enhancing safety awareness of em-

ployees is essential to prevent safety accidents. So, SK networks 

set goals and conducts campaigns of safety and health reflecting 

characteristics of worksites. Walkerhill set ‘achieving accident-free 

workplace’ as a goal and performs the accident-free campaign. 

In particular, we strive to achieve accident-free goal by inspiring 

employees about disasters based on the experiential safety train-

ing system. SK magic, under the aim to achieve its goal, ‘safety 

accident zero’, enacted the essential safety principle, ‘SHE Golden 

Rule’. We conduct constant training and campaigns for employees 

to follow the ‘SHE Golden Rule’. Followed by the amendment of 

the Occupational Safety and Health Act in 2020, we plan to sup-

plement the ‘SHE Golden Rule’ and strengthen training and cam-

paigns for employees and partner employees to understand and 

comply with easily. 

Settling the Field-based Safety Management Culture

SK networks endeavors to create the safety-prioritized culture 

based on sympathy of employees in the field where safety acci-

dents may occur. Walkerhill established the 251 safety indices by 

integrating relevant risks in all worksites. Through assessment of 

indices, we constantly inspect compliance and implementation 

of the standard regulation and manage the comprehensive SHE 

standard of worksites based on the indices. SK magic began pro-

viding safety protection gears to all drivers of forklifts in June 2019 

enforced them to wear safety belts and head gears. Moreover, we 

quarterly conduct safety training by outside experts to enhance 

employees’ awareness of safety, as well as training for preventing 

work stress and musculoskeletal disorder. 

COVID-19 Response Activities

To proactively cope with the global pandemic of COVID-19 in 2020, 

SK networks formed the Emergency Measure Headquarter com-

posed of managers and working-levels of each organization and 

set the emergency response execution plan. The plan includes 

guidelines for home working and emergency response measures 

in each worksite. Moreover, real-time monitoring systems such as 

thermal screening cameras and temperature screening are op-

erated at all worksites. We also put our utmost efforts to secure 

safety of customers and employees by taking preventive measures 

against epidemics, placing sanitation goods, working at homes, 

and taking self-quarantines for visitors to risk areas. 

Disaster and Safety Accident Prevention Activities

SPEEDMATE 

We observe the Fire Service Law with managing of hazardous sub-

stance such as lubricants. In accordance with the Fire Service Law, 

lubricants are stored and managed in the storage of hazardous 

substance. The company designates main and deputy managers 

each year and conducts training on hazardous substance manage-

ment once a year. We store 40 times less dangerous substances 

than allowed in the law and store different materials together. 

Climate Change Response

Reducing GHG Emissions

SK networks monitors emissions of by each emission sources at 

worksites designated as the participant of the Emission Trading 

Scheme and conducts various activities for reducing emissions. 

In 2019, we replaced about 90% of lighting to LED in the Myeo-

ngdong Office and changed the boiler system to low-NOx burner 

with high fuel efficiency. Moreover, we posted the ‘GHG Emissions 

Traffic Light’ on the intranet homepage to show employees the 

status of GHG emissions, thereby encouraging their engagement 

in the GHG reduction activities.

Walkerhill changed 90% of lighting of at all worksites to LED and 

continues to improve energy efficiency by replacing inverters, 

boilers, and air conditioners. Moreover, all employees are active-

ly participating in the GHG emission reduction activities through 

inside temperature management and reducing use of elevators. 

As a result, our GHG emissions was reduced by 21% between 2012 

and 2019. SK magic keeps on reducing power usage in worksites 

to reduce GHG reduction. In 2019, we replace deteriorated light-

ing to LED. We are also improving the overall energy efficiency by 

identifying sources of low energy efficiency and replacing those 

facilities. 

Environmental Pollutants Management

Wastewater Treatment

Walkerhill runs the self-water treatment facility and commissions 

outside experts for wastes generated after the water treatment, 

thereby complying with the legal environmental regulations and 

preventing environmental pollution. Moreover, we assigned em-

ployees with relevant certificates as the Environmental Manager 

and provide them legally required training. SK magic set the in-

ternal emission standard of wastewater as 10% or below, which is 

a legalized limit. In 2020, we will continue to reduce wastewater 

generation by transferring paint factories to professional suppliers. 

Waste Emissions Management

SpeedMate strives to minimize environmental impacts from the 

tire wastes due to the nature of its business. In accordance with the 

Extended Producer Responsibility (EPR) system, SpeedMate sub-

scribed to the Korea Tire Industry Association and pays the levy for 

smooth collection for recovering and recycling imported tires. We 

are also striving to fulfill obligations for environmental protection 

by transporting waste tires and consigning recycling supplies.

Walkerhill abides by the environmental regulations and focuses 

on recirculating wastewater to minimize the environmental pol-

lution from wastewater. Wastewater generated by Walkerhill are 

treatment through the commission to recycling and living wastes 

professional companies, and the amounts of wastes and recycled 

goods are continuously managed. In 2020, we plan to establish a 

food waste measurement plan for each business site and establish 

reduction plans for each business site. 

SK magic reuses more than 95% of wastes generated in the 

Hwaseong plant. We retrieve and reuse wastes of home appliances 

and water purifier filters from the rental business. In 2020, we will 

expand reusing of products by establishing the Recycling Center. 

Moreover, we plan to conduct activities to achieve the recircula-

tion target granted for being nominated as the resources circula-

tion performance management company. 

Participating in the Environmental Management 
Support Business in Lodging by MOE

Korea Environmental Industry & Technology Institute (KEITI) under 

the Ministry of Environment (MOE) performs the Environmental 

Management Support Business toward lodging companies to 

reduce environmental impacts. In 2019, 10 hotels including Walk-

erhill participated in the program and received supports in the en-

vironmental management consulting and eco-friendly campaigns. 

Walkerhill deducted the optimal temperature of main facilities 

through the consulting and conducted the eco-friendly promo-

tion toward guests while improving the environmental manage-

ment standards of energy, water, and wastes. We plan to contin-

uously apply corrective actions drawn from the support business, 

thereby reducing environmental business and enhancing the stan-

dard of our Environmental Management. 

When changes occur, we report the name and quantity of dan-

gerous goods indoor storage to the relevant organizations from 

time to time to prevent any accidents. We also have a system that 

can respond in case of emergency by providing emergency equip-

ment and chemicals necessary for emergency measures, along 

with the disaster prevention equipment and medical supplies. 

In addition, the SHE Golden Rule posts are distributed in all 659 

SpeedMate stations nationwide. SHE Gold Rule refers to 8 items 

required to prevent safety incidents and environmental issues that 

may occur in the field.

WALKERHILL 

Walkerhill conducts focused inspections on the harmful risk areas. 

Safety and health risks of all worksites are evaluated, and issues 

are corrected by categorizing the risk levels from low, medium, to 

high. For swift reactions to emergency incidents of customers and 

employees, we provide training of cardiopulmonary resuscitation 

(CPR) and Heimlich maneuver continuously. As a result of these ef-

forts, Walkerhill is nominated as a CPR training institution for the 

general public, certified by the Korean Association of Cardiopul-

monary Resuscitation. 

SK MAGIC 

At the gate of all worksites, SK magic posted the ‘Safety Board’, 

which is an instruction for the ‘SHE Golden Rule’ and other guide-

lines to protect safety of external visitors. We also conduct brief 

safety training to before entering worksites to inform about risks 

of potential accidents and enforce everyone to wear protection 

gears. In 2020, we plan to build a monitoring room at Hwaseong 

plant to monitor time and places with high risks of accidents. 

International Certification of Food Safety Management System

Grand Walkerhill Seoul Hotel and Vista Walkerhill Seoul Hotel ac-

quired ISO 22000 accreditation to proactively prevent and man-

age food hazards and perform follow-up audit continuously. ISO 

22000 is an international food safety management system for the 

effective management of hazards that can occur throughout food 

production, distribution, and manufacturing. We are conducting 

an annual follow-up audit to maintain the ISO 22000 certification 

and need recertification audit after 3 years later. We are planning 

to perform the recertification audit for certification renewal in 2020 

and maintain the ISO 22000 certification.

Safety Board
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Social Contribution Implementation System

SK networks actively engages in solving fundamental social issues 

with the 3 principles of happy engagement, happy mutual growth, 

and happy changes. Using the business characteristics and em-

ployee capacities, we are conducting social contribution activities 

to maximize happiness of the overall society and supporting social 

contribution activities of individual employees as well as the orga-

nizational activities specialized for each business. Moreover, we are 

pursuing social contribution activities that can create new values 

through the partnership with various stakeholders. 

Happy Participation

Happiness Sharing Love Delivery

On December 23, 2019, 66 volunteers from SK networks, Walkerhill, 

SK magic, Gyeonggi Fundraiser, Kyung Hee Future Committee, and 

Suwon Chamber of Commerce conducted the ‘Happiness Shar-

ing Love Delivery’ at Jjokbangchon, located in Changsin-dong. 

Through this activity, we delivered 10 kgs of rice and kimchi, 

canned food, instant food, and ramens to 330 households. 6 of 

Kyung Hee University Medical Center’s Korean Medical Doctors 

and nurses also volunteered to perform health check visits for the 

residents. 

Happiness Sharing Bazaar

On December 17, 2019, SK networks participated in the 17th SK 

Happy Sharing Bazaar held by SK affiliates by taking turns. Held at 

SK networks Myeongdong Building, the bazaar had better appreci-

ation from the participation of 4 partner companies (Walkerhill, SK 

magic, SKC, SK telesys) and 2 social enterprises (Sharing Happiness, 

Asia Fairtrade Network). The income generated from the bazaar 

were used to support heating bills of the vulnerable social group 

through the HopeOn Campaign of the Korea Food for the Hungry 

International. 

Happiness Sharing Briquette Delivery

SK networks donated 45,000 pcs of briquettes, 300 bags of 4-kg 

rice, and 300 boxes of 5kg-kimchi to the Babsang Community Bri-

quette Bank in November 2019 to help the low-income families 

cope with the cold winter. On November 7, 2019, A portion of the 

donated goods were delivered to 10 households in 104 village lo-

cated in Junggye-dong, Nowon-gu, directly by 62 employees of SK 

networks, Walkerhill, SK magic, and Suwon Chamber of Commerce.

Social Contribution through the Foundation Day Event

Since 2018, SK networks has performed volunteering activities with 

employees on the Foundation Day to avoid making it a simple an-

niversary and internalize employees’ social value creation. At the 

66th Foundation Day Event in April 2019, 668 employees of SK net-

works, Walkerhill, and subsidiaries* participated in the volunteering 

activity to help the economically vulnerable group. Participants 

made the hands-on fine dust mask kits of the Social Hand and the 

carboard air purifiers through collaboration with the Seoul Volun-

teer Center and donated them. Moreover, we donated 200 kgs of 

rice to the Kyonam Hope House and cleaned their facilities. 

*SK magic, SK networks service, SK rent-a-car service, AJ rent-a-car

Social Contribution Implementation Structure

Social Contribution Implementation

2

1

3

INVESTMENT
(unit: KRW 1M) 2,093
PARTICIPANTS
(unit: persons) 727
VOLUNTEERING 
HOURS
(units: hours) 3,875

HAPPY PARTICIPATION

All employees of SK networks 
participate in volunteering 

activities voluntarily and actively 
in accordance with the SK Group’s 

social contribution philosophy.

• Happiness Sharing Love Delivery

• Happiness Sharing Bazaar

• Happiness Sharing Briquette Delivery

• Social Contribution through a 

Foundation day

HAPPY TOGETHER

We maintain close partnerships with 
local communities, NGOs and 
governments, and share the 

capabilities and know-how of each 
other to practice higher levels of 

social contribution activities.

• Sharing Employees’ Ability

• Goodbye Plastic Hello SK magic 

Campaign

• Donation for Neighbors

HAPPY CHANGE

We pursue fundamental social 
change by supporting systematic 
independence rather than tempo-

rary and charitable aspects for 
issues of the vulnerable class.

• Free Inspections of Vehicles Owned 

by the Disabled

• Participating Happy Mom Project

• Supporting Social Enterprise’s 

Upcycling

MEANING

ACTIVITY 

UN 
SDGs 

1. Happiness Sharing Briquette Delivery

2. Happiness Sharing Bazaar

3. Fine Dust Mask Making at the Foundation Day Event

SOCIAL 
CONTRIBUTION
MANAGEMENT REPORT 

- Governance

- Ethical Management

- Fair Trade

- Shared Growth

- SHE Management

- Social Contribution
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ing to the ‘Localize Gunsan’ project that supports various startups 

and innovative activities based on Gunsan, beyond near local 

communities where the worksite is located. 5 owners of the Youth 

Food Truck and the President of the Korea Cooperations participat-

ed in the consulting in cooking, event planning, and marketing to 

help activating operations of the Food Festival personnel in Gun-

san. We also offered an opportunity to experience hotel cooking 

and menus through the worksite tour and menu demonstration. 

Goodbye Plastic Hello SK magic Campaign

SK networks conducts social contribution activities to reduce en-

vironmental impacts caused by our business activities, provide 

environment-related experiences to stakeholders, and contribute 

to solving environmental issues. SK magic ran the ‘Goodbye Plastic 

Hello SK magic’ campaign for 22 days from December 16, 2019 to 

January 6, 2020 to alert the risks of using microplastics in alliance 

with eco-friendly cafés including PersonB, Oriente, and EarthUs. 

We offered eco-friendly coffee using the eco-friendly JIKSOO water 

purifier to customers who visited the cafés during the campaign 

period and presented eco-friendly tumblers to those who post-

ed their visits on SNS. For those who could not visit the event, we 

created promotion videos and premiums event to deliver our mes-

sage regarding the reduction of using microplastics. In 2020, we 

plan to conduct the campaign with more cafés. 

Donating to Neighbors

SK networks sponsors the vulnerable social group supports of var-

ious institutions such as local NGOs and public service entities to 

aid their business expansion. In 2019, we made donations to the 

Community Chest of Korea at the year-end fundraiser and spon-

sored the vulnerable social group support programs of the Korea 

Medical Assistance Foundation and the Korea Food for the Hungry 

International. Furthermore, SK networks made consolatory visits to 

the social safety institutions and donations to the United Nations 

Global Compact (UNGC) Network Korea. SK strives to solve diverse 

social issues through donations. 

Happy Changes

Free Inspection of Disabled Licensed Cars

SK networks endeavors to support vulnerable areas of the people 

with disability in local communities based on our expertise. Speed-

Mate has been conducting inspections on the disabled licensed 

cars for the disabled people with time and economic limitations, 

as the ‘Good Maintenance’ campaign. The free inspection was ex-

panded from twice in 2018 to 4 times in 2019 toward recipients 

in Seoul, Gwangju, Cheongju, and Uijeongbu. During the year, a 

total of 150 cars were inspected, and we were able to contribute to 

safe driving of people with disability through free replacement of 

wipers and lights, as well as refilling oils. 

Participating in ‘Sharing Happiness’ Parenting Mothers Inde-

pendence Project

On December 17, 2019, SK networks conducted a one-day class, 

‘Happiness through KRW 10,000’ with a women’s independence 

support project, Sharing Happiness with Parenting Mothers proj-

ect of the Sharing Happiness, which is a social enterprise run by 

the Korea Food for the Hungry International. This event was an op-

portunity to add more meaning to the exiting Sharing Happiness 

Bazaar, which used to be a simple sales event, and to encourage 

employees to have more interests in the bazaar. 

Supporting Social Enterprise Upcycling

COFFEE HUSK UPCYCLING

The amount of coffee husks is increasing as the coffee consump-

tion is increasing. Walkerhill donates coffee husks generated from 

its worksites to an upcycling company, Coffee Cube. Coffee Cube 

creates eco-friendly coffee clay using the husks to make various 

products. In 2019, Walkerhill made prepares a space at the Art 

Market held every weekend during the Fall Festival period for cus-

tomers to experience the upcycling art, thereby enhancing family 

visits and customer satisfaction. We plan to expand the upcycling 

art class through customer experience by linking with the Cherry 

Blossom Festival and Walkee program. 

LINEN WASTES UPCYCLING

Walkerhill donates linen wastes generated from guest rooms 

to ‘Lovely Paper’ that helps the elders who collect wastes in the 

streets. Donated linen wastes are regenerated into paper canvas 

arts so that profits are generated through the talent donation of 

artists, and the generated income are donated to the elders. We 

will plan and operate programs for children when the Kids Club is 

operated by printing rough sketch on the canvas produced from 

the linen wastes. 

Happiness Together

Capacity Sharing Activities of Employees

SK networks designed the Pro Bono Activity Program that employ-

ees share their expertise with the society. In 2019, 10 employees 

participated in marketing, design, and sales strategy consulting for 

social enterprises. Moreover, SpeedMate signed the ‘Good Main-

tenance Sharing Business’ agreement with the Seoul Council on 

Social Welfare in October 2019. According to the agreement, we 

supported safe driving of social workers who work hard to solve 

social issues by offering free inspection and repair discounts on 

500 cars owned by a community welfare center located in Seoul. 

Until December 2019, we had completed inspections of a total of 

67 cars and plan to continue free inspections. Walkerhill conducts 

talent sharing activities using various expertise of employees to re-

solve social issues in the local community. 

Competence utilization programs such as marketing training for 

small enterprises, cooking classes for children, residential area re-

habilitation for the elderly living alone, and yoga classes at a senior 

welfare center are operated, and we encourage employees to plan 

and engage in the program actively. In 2019, we held the Walker-

hill Happiness Sharing Food event and the Hansan Sogokju tasting 

event to realize talent sharing. At the Walkerhill Happiness Sharing 

Food event, we provided the hotel dining opportunities and spe-

cial performances to the elderly living through the national liveli-

hood pay. We plan to extend this event toward various vulnerable 

social groups. 

The Hansan Sogokju tasting was an event to consult about po-

tentials and drawbacks of Sogokju made by a preliminary social 

enterprise, ‘Hansan Culture Experience Center’. Employees who 

are cocktail experts or ‘mixologists’ and sommeliers of tradition-

al drinks and wines participated in the event to provide custom-

er analysis, product assessment, and development feedback as a 

practical assistance in launching a new product. In addition, Walk-

erhill contributed to invigorating local economy and enhancing 

stakeholders’ happiness by providing the ‘Gunsan Night’ consult-

Walkerhill Happiness Sharing Food Event Hansan Sogokju Tasting Event Gunsan Night Menu Demonstration

1. Free Car Inspections for the People with Disability in Sungbuk-gu, Seoul

2. One-day Class at the Sharing Happiness with Parenting Mothers Project

3. Eco-friendly Coffee Clay Created from Coffee Husks

4. Art Experience Activities using Waste Linen Canvas

1

3

2

4
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SK networks puts various efforts to form positive/mutually developing relationships with stakeholders who are encountered at all contacts 

points in business activities and satisfy their expectations and interests. We set shareholders/investors, customers, employees, business part-

ners, government and community as key stakeholders and operate regular on/offline communication channels by stakeholder. Through these 

communication channels, we identify needs of stakeholders and reflect them on business activities.

STAKEHOLDER KEY ISSUES COMMUNICATION CHANNELS KEY ACTIVITIES 2019

Shareholders/
Investors

• Corporate values
• Enhancing financial soundness
• Transparent information disclosure
• Sound governance

• Meetings with investors
• Business seminars
• Homepage
• Disclosure
• General shareholders’ meeting

Enhance business transparency 
by nominating independent directors 
as the chairman of the board 
for the first time

Customers • Customer satisfaction
• Big data-based customized  

solutions
• Personal information security

• VoC channels
• Customer contact points at  

retail stores/branches
• CRM survey
• Customer satisfaction survey
• SNS channels
• Mystery Shopper System

Offer wide service to customers 
through the launching of the O2O 
tire platform, ‘Tire Pick’

Employees • Working method innovation
• Horizontal/customer-oriented 

organizational culture
• Capacity building in the aspect of 

‘100-year life’ throughout inside/
outside of company

• Labor union
• In-company online system
• Letter to HR
• Mgmt. MBWA
• Internal broadcasting
• Company-wide training courses
• SNS channels

Conduct constant and
 fair compensation by introducing
 the Process Compensation System

Business 
partners

• Creating fair and reasonable trade 
relations

• Supporting business and  
educational activities of partners

• Partners’ CSR guidelines

• Face-to-face meetings
• SK networks’ electronic  

purchase system (SK Withus)

Sign a MoU with a recycling 
professional SME, Sung Eel HitTech 
for resources circulation
 and SV creation

Government • Strengthening Compliance/
• Ethics Management
• Voluntary compliance  

with fair trade
• Shared growth with SMEs

• Meetings
• Public hearing

Share status and conduct 
training of the company-wide fair 
trade by operating 
the SKN Compliance Council

Community • Contribution to community
• Investment in community
• Offering cultural benefits to the 

socially neglected group

• Volunteering platform
• Online donation platform
• Local Residents Council

Support ICT education of children  
in Korea using KRW 25 million generated 
from the donation to MINTIT ATM 
and the social contribution fund

STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT

APPENDIX

STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT 087
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SUPPLIER CODE OF CONDUCT 090

FACT & FIGURES 092

GRI INDEX 095

ASSURANCE STATEMENT 098

MEMBERSHIP 100

PARTICIPANTS IN THE REPORT 100
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SK networks implement the materiality assessment to identify company’s material issues. The assessment analyzes social concerns and factors 

that have impact on the business in accordance with the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) Standards which is an international sustainability 

reporting guideline. In 2019, we reported the managerial approach of the company and the effect of stakeholders to prioritized issues derived 

from the materiality assessment in detail.

Materiality Assessment Results
As a result of the materiality assessment, we derived 9 material topics by categorizing material topics and general topics based on social 

concerns and business impacts. Topics related to customers, products, and services was selected in the top priority as it did in the previous 

year. Those related to economic growth of SK networks such as economic value creation and business structure expansion were changed in 

the priority, but they are still considered as material topics. In the assessment in 2019, topics related to employees such as fair performance 

compensation and welfare were newly included in the material topics. The material topics are specified in the relevant pages in the report. 

PRIORITY MATERIAL TOPICS KEY STAKEHOLDERS PAGES

1 Strengthening customer quality and services Customers 52~57

2 Developing products and launching services through innovation Shareholders/Investors, Customers 48~49, 52~55

3 Expanding business structure and a change Shareholders/Investors 50~51

4 Strengthening employee's ability Employees 62~67

5 Employee’s human right and horizontal organizational culture Employees 60~61, 68~69

6 Creating social values Business partners, Government, Community SV-01~SV-10

7 Creating economic values Shareholders/Investors, Community 92

8 Fair performance compensation and welfare Employees 65, 69

GENERAL REPORTING TOPICS

❶	Expanding stakeholder communication

❷	Strengthening the ethics management and fair trade

❸	Promoting strategic social contribution

❹	Strengthening transparency in governance

❺	Employee safety and health

❻	Expanding labor-management communication

❼	Managing customer safety and health

❽	Reducing GHG emissions and energy use

❾	Creating jobs and maintaining talents

❿	Strengthening the shared growth with business partners

⓫	Protecting personal information of customers

⓬	Respecting diversity

⓭	Managing CSR of business partners

⓮	Managing wastes emissions

⓯	Managing water resources

⓰	Strengthening information security

⓱	Protecting biodiversity

Materiality Assessment Procedures 

Issue pooling of sustainability issues refers to a list of all topics that are derived to be prioritized. 
We analyzed topics reported in 2018, integrated overlapping issues by applying the global 
sustainability trend and industrial issues, subcategorizing issues that require additional information, 
and set a total of 25 topics for the materiality assessment of 2019. 

STEP 1
Create a pool of 
sustainability issues

We derived the priority of material topics among the issue pool through the Step 2 and 3, 
and set stakeholders having impacts on each topic and the reporting scope.

STEP 4
Derive the priority

We described our approach and performance of 8 material topics selected finally in sustainability 
priorities.

STEP 5
Form the reporting frame

Analyze international guidelines related to the sustainability management

We applied the GRI Standards, which is the latest version of sustainability reporting guidelines, 
and reviewed reporting requirements of relevant standards including ISO 26000, UN Sustainable 
Development Goals (SDGs) and Dow Jones Sustainability Indices (DJSI). 

Analyze domestic media articles

We deducted prioritized topics by categorizing a total of 16,717 articles of Korean media related to 
SK networks during the reporting period (Jan. 1 – Dec. 31, 2019) into positive or negative issues in 
economic, environmental, and social aspects. 

Analyze reports of competitors

We analyzed sustainability topics reported by the competitors and global leaders in the industry. 

Survey on experts (PwC pool)

We conducted surveys based on the expert network of PwC and reflected sustainability topics  
concerned by external experts.

STEP 2
Measure social 
concerns

Reflect employee surveys 

We identified impacts of sustainability topics on the company through the employee survey 
conducted in March 2020. 

Analyze internal managerial strategies 

We analyzed the relevance between managerial strategies (2018 and 2019) of the company and 
each business division and sustainability topics. 

Analyze emphasis of the top management 

We analyzed the relevance between highlighted comments of the management indicated in the CEO 
letter and New Year’s announcement and sustainability topics.

STEP 3
Measure 
business impacts

SOCIAL CONCERNS

BUSIN
ESS IM

PACTS
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SK NETWORKS SUPPLIER CODE OF CONDUCT

SK networks Supplier Code of Conduct is aimed to secure suppliers’ sustainability of the business through their growth and social responsibility 

management. SK networks highly encourages our valuable business partners to comply with the Supplier Code of Conduct. 

Corporate Ethics

1. Eradication of Fraud
• Suppliers shall maintain integrity in their business activities.

• Suppliers shall not commit any type of unlawful acts such as taking bribes, gifts, or any other benefits for sales and other purposes.

• Suppliers shall execute voluntary compliance with anticorruption by implementing monitoring and controlling any unlawful acts.

• Suppliers shall manage and record all transactions transparently in accordance with relevant financial laws. 

• Suppliers shall not commit unfair acts to their subcontractors by abusing authority. 

• Suppliers shall not commit collusions such as price increase, market segmentation, and output control for the purpose of avoiding fair competition. 

2. Disclosure of Information
• Suppliers shall disclose their company information such as business performance and financial statement in accordance with relevant laws 

and regulations.

3. Protection of Intellectual Property
• Suppliers shall respect intellectual properties and protect all information acquired during the business activities with SK networks.

4. Protection of Personal Information
• Suppliers shall abide by the Personal Information Protection Act when handling (store, process, transmit, and share) personal information 

of all stakeholders (including employees, suppliers, clients, and consumers) in relation to business activities.

Respecting Human Rights

1. Voluntary Labor
• Suppliers shall not enforce any type of involuntary labors such as forced labor and sweated labor to its workers. During the employment 

process, suppliers must provide the labor agreement in a language that the employee understands, shall not restrict freedom of movement 

of employees during off-shift hours, and allow employees to quit or turnover freely.

2. Restriction on Child Labor
• Suppliers shall not hire children. Adolescents over the legal minimum age for employment and under 18 may be employed; however, they 

cannot be exposed to work with risks of safety and health (including overtime and night shifts). 

3. Working Hours
• Suppliers shall not exceed the legal maximum work hours per week, and break times and vacation days must be complied with relevant laws. 

4. Wages and Welfare Benefits
• Suppliers shall comply with laws related to pays and provide minimum wages, overtime pays, and legal welfare benefits. 

5. Humanitarian Treatment
• Suppliers shall not conduct inhumane acts such as sexual harassment, violence, coercion, and verbal abuse to workers, while respecting 

their human rights. For any occurrences, suppliers shall clearly take suitable disciplinary actions.

6. Antidiscrimination
• Suppliers shall not discriminate against races, ages, genders, and disability in employment, compensation, promotion, and training opportunities. 

Safety & Health

1. Industrial Safety
• Suppliers shall identify risk factors and take preventive measures to enhance health and safety of its employees. Risk analysis and manage-

ment system need to be established, and relevant safety training and education shall be conducted. 

2. Worksite Emergency Response Plan
• Suppliers shall identify potential emergency incidents in worksites and establish response procedures for each incident. The established 

response procedures shall be continually improved by conducting training and education regularly. 

3. Prevention of Industrial Disasters and Diseases
• Suppliers shall establish and operate procedures and system for preventing, reporting, curing, and monitoring industrial disasters and 

diseases, as well as for supporting victims’ return to work. Suppliers need to conduct regular safety inspections on all machineries and fa-

cilities and place protective installments and walls for workers’ safety. Regular safety and health training shall be also performed to workers. 

4. Worksite Environment
• Suppliers shall measure harmful factors including hazardous chemical substances, dusts, and noise that workers may be exposed to. These 

factors shall be controlled under the approved level. 

5. Work Overload Management
• Suppliers shall provide work environment upgrades, job rotations, and enough rest time to prevent workers who are engaged in heavy 

lifting, long-term standing, and repetitive or energy consuming duties from getting injury or musculoskeletal system disorder. 

6. Employee Facility Management
• Suppliers shall offer safe and hygienic facilities to their employees. Restrooms, dining areas, and dormitories need to be managed cleanly 

and safely. Suitable emergency exits, air conditioning, and air ventilation must be equipped at all worksites. 

Environmental Protection

1. Compliance with Environmental Regulations
• Suppliers shall maintain legal certifications regarding environment and fulfill their responsibility to operate and report.

2. Prevention of Environmental Pollution and Reduction of Energy Consumption
• Suppliers shall emit all wastewater and wastes generated from their business activities after treating them in accordance with legal stan-

dards. Suppliers shall reduce emissions of wastewater and wastes by improving processes and recycling materials.

3. Hazardous Substances Management
• Suppliers shall identify all hazardous chemical substances used in their worksites and establish the safety management system to purchase, 

use, and discard the hazardous substances safely.

4. Air Pollution Management
• Suppliers shall monitor and control air pollutants including volatile organic compounds (VOCs), aerosols, corrosives, dusts, ozone depletion 

substances, and byproducts that are generated from their processing. These substances shall be emitted after treating them in legal stan-

dards, and the efficiency of facilities for reducing and preventing pollutions need to be constantly monitored. 

5. Restricted Substances in Products
• Suppliers shall comply with laws and regulations in regards to restriction or limitation of certain materials. 

SUPPLIER CODE OF CONDUCT
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SOCIAL DATA

ECONOMIC DATA

FACT & FIGURES
Consolidated Financial Statements (unit: KRW 100M)

Statement of Financial Position 2017 2018 2019

Current Assets 26,094 32,532 39,657

Non-current Assets 46,180 45,159 61,731

Total Assets 72,274 77,690 101,388

Current Liability 32,071 37,397 45,220

Non-current Liability 16,718 17,174 33,115

Total Liability 48,789 54,572 78,335

Total Capital 23,485 23,119 23,053

Key Financial Indicators  2018 2019

Sales Growth Rate -6.1% 3.2%

Operating Profit Growth Rate 15.0% -18.1%

EBITDA Growth Rate 11.2% 145.5%

Operating Profit Ratio 1.1% 0.8%

EBITDA Margin 3.1% 7.3%

Net Profit Ratio 0.1% -0.9%

Liability Ratio 236.1% 339.8%

EBITDA 17.7 9.1

*Data related to the discontinued business during the reporting period is reflected; thus, data of 2017 and 2018 are revised.

Income Statement  2017 2018 2019

Sales  134,692  126,458 130,542

Gross Sales Profit  8,902  9,100 11,143

Operating Profit  1,161  1,335 1,094

Income and Loss before Income Tax  814  899 15

Net Income (Loss)  346  77 -1,226

EBITDA*  3,470  3,857 9,470
*EBITDA : earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation and amortization
**Data related to the discontinued business during the reporting period is reflected; thus, data of 2017 and 2018 are revised.

Employees 2017 2018 2019

CATEGORY DESCRIPTION UNIT SK networks SK magic SK networks SK magic

Gender Total employees persons 2,221 2,251 921 2,227 1,092

-Male persons 1,509 1,494 367 1,464 460

-Female persons 712 757 554 763 632

By 
Employment 
type

Total employees persons 2,221 2,251 921 2,227 1,092

Regular persons 1,772 1,733 638 1,711 825

Non-regular persons 449 518 283 526 267

By ages Total employees persons 2,221 2,251 921 2,227 1,092

-Younger than 30 persons 544 592 49 592 46

-30 to 50 persons 1,527 1,476 685 1,398 750

-Older than 50 persons 150 183 187 237 296

Fair 
Recruitment

Fair recruitment persons 63 68 1 66 31

-People with disabilities persons 36 30 - 39 20

-Veterans Affairs persons 27 30 1 27 11

-Foreigners persons - 8 - 7 -　

New 
Recruitment

New recruitment persons 321 464 232 554 246

-Regular persons 68 69 37 36 78

-Non-regular persons 253 395 195 518 168

Overseas 
Business

Total employees in overseas worksites persons 597 641 5 540 55

-No. of overseas workers persons 32 38 5 31 3

-No. of local recruitment persons 565 603 - 509 52

Ratio of local recruitment % 94.6 94.1 - 94.3 94.5 

No. of local managers persons 4 3 - 1 -

Ratio of local recruitment managers % 0.7 0.5 - - -　

Total employees in major regions (China) persons 494 542 - 441 -　

Total employees in major regions 
(the Middle East)

persons 17 22 - 23 -　

Parental 
Leaves

No. of parental leaves persons 62 91 9 96 21

No. of return and maintaining after 
parental leave

persons 45 66 7 38 12

Ratio of return and maintaining after 
parental leave* 

% - - - 88.4 92.3

Labor Union Membership rate % 29.3 27.7 61.8 35.1 72.3

Safety and Health Industrial accident cases cases - - - - -

Member’s 
Training

Total training expense KRW 1M 4,823 4,513 312 3,928 661

Training investment per per-son KRW 10K 217 201 34 176 61

Total training hours hours 83,585 107,609 7,200 96,759 42,358

Training hours per person hours 37.6 47.8 7.8 43.4 93.3

* Excluding the amount of self-purchase of business divisions (e.g. oils, trading goods, cars & auto parts, etc.)
** Except for MC 

* Ratio of employees who are working as of Dec. 31, 2019, among those planned to return to work between Jan. and Dec. 2019. 

Global/ICT/Mobility Business Partners Data 2017 2018 2019

CATEGORY UNIT SK networks SK magic SK networks SK magic

No. of Key Partners EA 540 768 294  627  296 

Amount of Trade with Key Partners KRW 100M 1,632 1,848 5,047  1,638  2,827 

Economic Value Allocation 2017 2018 2019

CATEGORY DESCRIPTION

Stockholders Dividend  28,881 28,881 28,881

Creditors Net Interest Expense  -  17,844 95,078

Employees

Allowance and Bonus  246,886  257,405  306,746 

Fringe Benefit  49,491  62,045  60,067 

Retirement Allowance  41,435  27,061  42,581 

Government and Public Institution Corporate & taxes and the public utilities’ charge  25,903  55,775  51,063 

Local Community Investment in Social Contribution 2,484 5,010 2,093

(unit: KRW 1M) 

*Data related to the discontinued business during the reporting period is reflected; thus, net interest expense of 2018 are revised. (Net interest expense of 2017 is omitted.)
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GRI INDEXCATEGORY DESCRIPTION UNIT 2017 2018 2019

SK networks SK magic SK networks SK magic

Energy Total energy consumption TJ 471 502 45 481 38

-Electric power TJ 309 323 36 340 34

-Town gas TJ 156 171 9 160 4

-Gasoline TJ 4 2 - 2 -

-Diesel TJ 2 6 - 6 -

GHG1) Total GHG emissions tCO2eq 23,462 24,959 -  25,202 -

Direct GHG emissions (Scope 1) tCO2eq 8,456 9,267 -  8,680 -

Indirect GHG emissions (Scope 2) tCO2eq 15,006 15,692 - 16,522 -

Water Consumption Total water consumption Tons 740,452 699,932 72,019 718,370 48,864

-Water supply Tons 31,721 36,552 5,709 62,658 5,676

-Groundwater2) Tons 30,629 42,670 66,310 47,532 43,188

-Surface water3) Tons 678,102 620,710 - 608,180 -

Water Recycling Amount of recycled water Tons 16,804 27,667 - 23,516 -

Ratio of recycled water % 2 4 - 4 -

Water Quality 
Management

Total wastewater emissions4) Tons 1,881 1,780 10,643 1,418 6,904

Wastes Recycle5) Tons 74 54 216 422 474

Domestic waste6) Tons 514 728 157 1,070 102

Used cooking oil7) Tons 4 4 2 4 2

Water purifying sludge8) Tons 40 49 10 41 -

Food wastes treatment9) Tons 1,502 1,651 45 1,654 43

Designated Wastes10) Waste acids Tons 5.2 4.4 0.7 - -

Waste alkali Tons 5.3 4.6 - - -

Environmental Expense 
and Investments

Environmental investments10) KRW 1M 130 77 - 119 161

Green purchase (LED pur-chase etc.) KRW 1M 233 119 46 213 200

* 2017~2018: for Walkerhill and SK magic / 2019: for Walkerhill and SK magic; Certain data includes the SK networks Head Office 

(energy, GHG, water consumption, water quality management, wastes)

1) SK magic is excluded as it is not eligible for GHG allocation and target management 

2) Including thermal water 

3) Use by self-purifying water from Han River (including heavy water) 

4) Below allowance amount (inspected by the district office) 

5) Shredded at service companies and recycled as fuel 

6) Retrieve heat wastes or reuse as fuels after incineration

7) All recycled (make soap at companies) 

8) All incinerated; revised due to error of the unit in 2018 

9) All recycled (used for agricultural purpose including animal feeds) 

10) Sewage treatment after neutralization 

11) Investment in rationalization facilities for energy use

ENVIRONMENTAL DATA

GENERAL DISCLOSURES

TOPIC NO. TITLE PAGE NOTE

GRI 102 GENERAL DISCLOSURE

Organizational profile

102-1 Name of the organization 8

102-2 Activities, brands, products, and services 14~43

102-3 Location of headquarters 8

102-4 Location of operations 14~15

102-5 Ownership and legal form 8

102-6 Markets served 14-43

102-7 Scale of the organization 8, 14~15

102-8 Information on employees and other workers 8, 93

102-9 Supply chain 77

102-10 Significant changes to the organization and its supply chain 2, 14, 50

102-11 Precautionary Principle or approach 79

102-12 External initiatives 47, 59

102-13 Membership of associations 100

Strategy
102-14 Statement from senior decision-maker 6~7

102-15 Key impacts, risks, and opportunities 47, 59

Ethics and integrity
102-16 Values, principles, standards, and norms of behavior 74

102-17 Mechanisms for advice and concerns about ethics 75

Governance

102-18 Governance structure 72~73
2019 

Governance 
Report

102-22 Composition of the highest governance body and its committees 73

102-23 Chair of the highest governance body 72~73

Stakeholder 

engagement

102-40 List of stakeholder groups 87

102-41 Collective bargaining agreements 93

102-42 Identifying and selecting stakeholders 87

102-43 Approach to stakeholder engagement 87

102-44 Key topics and concerns raised 87

Reporting practice

102-45 Entities included in the consolidated financial statements
9, Business 

Report 3~4p

102-46 Defining report content and topic Boundaries 88~89

102-47 List of material topics 88~89

102-48 Restatements of information 92, 94

102-49 Changes in reporting 2

102-50 Reporting period 2

102-51 Date of most recent report 2

102-52 Reporting cycle 2

102-53 Contact point for questions regarding the report 2

102-54 Claims of reporting in accordance with the GRI Standards 2

102-55 GRI content index 95~97

102-56 External assurance 98~99
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TOPIC-SPECIFIC DISCLOSURES

TOPIC MATERIAL 
TOPIC

NO. TITLE Page Note

GRI STANDARDS ECONOMIC PERFORMANCE (GRI 200)

GRI 201: Economic Performance

GRI 103 : 
Management Approach

●

103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its Boundary 88~89

103-2 The management approach and its components 14~43

103-3 Evaluation of the management approach 14~15

GRI 201 : 
Economic Performance

201-1 Direct economic value generated and distributed 92

201-3 Defined benefit plan obligations and other retirement plans 92

201-4 Financial assistance received from government None

GRI 202 : Market Presence ○ 202-2 Proportion of senior management hired from the local community 93

GRI 203 : Indirect Economic Impacts

GRI 103 : 
Management Approach

●

103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its Boundary 88~89

103-2 The management approach and its components SV-01~SV-10

103-3 Evaluation of the management approach SV-01~SV-04

GRI 203 : 
Indirect Economic Impacts

203-1 Infrastructure investments and services supported SV-01~SV-10

203-2 Significant indirect economic impacts SV-04

GRI 204 : 
Procurement Practices

○ 204-1 Proportion of spending on local suppliers 93

GRI 205 : Anti-corruption

○

205-2
Communication and training about anti-corruption policies 
and procedures

72, 75, 76

205-3 Confirmed incidents of corruption and actions taken 75

GRI 206 : 
Anti-competitive Behavior

206-1
Legal actions for anti-competitive behavior, anti-trust, and 
monopoly practices

97

GRI STANDARDS ENVIRONMENTAL PERFORMANCE (GRI 300)

GRI : 302 Energy
○ 302-1 Energy consumption within the organization 94

○ 302-5 Reductions in energy requirements of products and services 81

GRI : 303 Water
○ 303-1 Water withdrawal by source 94

○ 303-3 Water recycled and reused 94

GRI : 305 Emissions
○ 305-1 Direct (Scope 1) GHG emissions 94

○ 305-2 Energy indirect (Scope 2) GHG emissions 94

GRI : 306 Effluents and Waste ○ 306-2 Waste by type and disposal method 94

GRI : 307 
Environmental Compliance

○ 307-1 Non-compliance with environmental laws and regulations 97

GRI STANDARDS SOCIAL PERFORMANCE (GRI 400)

GRI 401 : Employment

GRI 103 : 
Management Approach

●

103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its Boundary 88~89

103-2 The management approach and its components 68~69

103-3 Evaluation of the management approach 59

GRI 401 : Employment

401-1 New employee hires and employee turnover 93

401-2
Benefits provided to full-time employees that are not provided 
to temporary or part-time employees

69

401-3 Parental leave 69

TOPIC-SPECIFIC DISCLOSURES

TOPIC MATERIAL 
TOPIC

NO. TITLE Page Note

GRI 403 :
Occupational Health and Safety

○

403-1
Workers representation in formal joint management–worker health 
and safety committees

76

403-2
Types of injury and rates of injury, occupational diseases, lost days, 
and absenteeism, and number of work-related fatalities

93

GRI 404 : Training and Education

GRI 103 : 
Management Approach

●

103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its Boundary 88~89

103-2 The management approach and its components 62~67

103-3 Evaluation of the management approach 59

GRI 404 : 
Training and Education

404-1 Average hours of training per year per employee 93

404-2
Programs for upgrading employee skills and transition 
assistance programs

62~67

GRI 405 : Diversity and Equal Opportunity

GRI 103 : 
Management Approach

●

103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its Boundary 88~89

103-2 The management approach and its components 68~69

103-3 Evaluation of the management approach 59

GRI 405 :
Diversity and Equal Opportunity

405-1 Diversity of governance bodies and employees 93

GRI 406 : Non-discrimination ○ 406-1 Incidents of discrimination and corrective actions taken 75

GRI 413 : Local Communities ○ 413-1
Operations with local community engagement, impact assessments, 
and development programs

82~85

GRI 416 : 
Customer Health and Safety

○ 416-2
Incidents of non-compliance concerning the health and safety 
impacts of products and services

97

GRI 417 : Marketing and Labeling

GRI 103 : 
Management Approach

●

103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its Boundary 88~89

103-2 The management approach and its components 48-57

103-3 Evaluation of the management approach 47

GRI 417: 
Marketing and Labeling

417-2
Incidents of non-compliance concerning product and service 
information and labeling

97

417-3 Incidents of non-compliance concerning marketing communications 97

GRI 418 : Customer Privacy ○ 418-1
Substantiated complaints concerning breaches of customer privacy 
and losses of customer data

97

GRI 419 : 
Socioeconomic Compliance

○ 419-1
Non-compliance with laws and regulations in the social and 
economic area

97

1) Among the material topics, 'Developing products and launching services through innovation' and 'Expanding business structure and a change' are not subject to GRI Standard 

Topic Specific.      

2) Out of the current status of sanctions disclosed on pages 359~360 of SK networks' business reports in 2019, no cases have been sanctioned for 'Legal actions for anti-competitive 

behavior, anti-trust, and monopoly practices(206-1)', 'Non-compliance with environmental laws and regulations(307-1)', 'Incidents of non-compliance concerning the health and safety 

impacts of products and services(416-2)', 'Incidents of non-compliance concerning product and service information and labeling(417-2)', 'Incidents of non-compliance concerning 

marketing communications(417-3)', 'Substantiated complaints concerning breaches of customer privacy and losses of customer data(418-1)', 'Non-compliance with laws and 

regulations in the social and economic area(419-1)' during the 2019 period. 

3) There is no subsidy that SK networks received from the government in 2019.      
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ASSURANCE STATEMENT

To the Readers of SK networks 2019 Sustainability Report:

Foreword 

Korea Management Registrar Inc. (hereinafter “KMR”) has been requested by of SK networks to verify the contents of its SK networks 

2019 Sustainability Report (Hereby referred to as “the Report”). SK networks is responsible for the collection and presentation of infor-

mation included in the Report. KMR’s responsibility is to carry out assurance engagement on specific data and information in the assur-

ance scope stipulated below.

 

Scope and standard
SK networks describes its efforts and achievements of the corporate social responsibility activities in the Report. KMR performed a 

type2, moderate level of assurance using AA1000AS (2008) and SRV1000 from KMR Global Sustainability Committee as assurance stan-

dards. KMR’s assurance team(hereinafter “the team”) evaluated the adherence to Principles of Inclusivity, Materiality and Responsive-

ness, and the reliability of the selected GRI Standards indices as below, where professional judgment of the team was exercised as ma-

teriality criteria.

The team checked whether the Report has been prepared in accordance with the ‘Core Option’ of GRI Standards which covers the fol-

lowings.

� GRI Standards Reporting Principles

� Universal Standards

� Topic Specific Standards

• Management approach of Topic Specific Standards

• Economic Performance : 201-1, 201-3, 201-4

• Market Presence : 202-2

• Indirect Economic Impacts : 203-1, 203-2

• Procurement Practices : 204-1

• Anti-Corruption : 205-2, 205-3

• Anti-Competitive Behavior : 206-1

• Energy : 302-1, 302-5

• Water : 303-1, 303-3 

• Emissions : 305-1, 305-2

• Effluents and Waste : 306-2

• Environmental Compliance : 307-1

• Employment : 401-1, 401-2, 401-3

• Occupational Health and Safety : 403-1, 403-2

• Training and Education : 404-1, 404-2

• Diversity and Equal Opportunity : 405-1

• Non-Discrimination : 406-1 

• Local Communities : 413-1

• Customer Health and Safety : 416-2

• Marketing and Labeling : 417-2, 417-3

• Customer Privacy : 418-1

• Socioeconomic Compliance : 419-1

This Report excludes data sand information of joint corporate, contractor etc. which is outside of the organization, i.e. SK networks, 

among report boundaries.

Our approach
In order to verify the contents of the Report within an agreed scope of assurance in accordance with the assurance standard, the team 

has carried out an assurance engagement as follows:

� Reviewed overall report

� Reviewed materiality test process and methodology 

� Reviewed sustainability management strategies and targets

� Reviewed stakeholder engagement activities

� Interviewed people in charge of preparing the Report

Our conclusion
Based on the results we have obtained from material reviews and interviews, we had several discussions with SK networks on the revi-

sion of the Report. We reviewed the Report’s final version in order to confirm that our recommendations for improvement and our revi-

sions have been reflected. When reviewing the results of the assurance, the assurance team could not find any inappropriate contents 

in the Report to the compliance with the principles stipulated below. Nothing has come to our attention that causes us to believe that 

the data included in the verification scope are not presented appropriately.

� Inclusivity

Inclusivity is the participation of stakeholders in developing and achieving an accountable and strategic response to sustainability

• SK networks is developing and maintaining stakeholder communication channels in various forms and levels in order to make a 

commitment to be responsible for the stakeholders. The assurance team could not find any critical stakeholder SK networks left 

out during this procedure.

� Materiality

Materiality is determining the relevance and significance of an issue to an organization and its stakeholders. A material issue is an 

issue that will influence the decisions, actions, and performance of an organization or its stakeholders.

• SK networks is determining the materiality of issues found out through stakeholder communication channels through its own 

materiality evaluation process, and the assurance team could not find any critical issues left out in this process.

� Responsiveness

Responsiveness is an organization’s response to stakeholder issues that affect its sustainability performance and is realized through 

decisions, actions, and performance, as well as communication with stakeholders.

• The assurance team could not find any evidence that SK networks’s counter measures to critical stakeholder issues were inappro-

priately recorded in the Report.

We could not find any evidence the Report was not prepared in accordance with the ‘Core Option’ of GRI standards.

Recommendation for improvement
We hope the Report is actively used as a communication tool with stakeholders and we recommend the following for continuous im-

provements.

� SK networks put easy-to-read, distinctive stories in front to intrigue readers and analyzed the industry’s trends to help understand 

the organization. In addition, it also provided a detailed report on ethical management which can contribute to boosting stakeholders’ 

trust. In the future, the company is advised to present quantitative data in order to enhance the intuitiveness (understandability and 

reliability) and make the report more complete through a balanced report on key businesses

Our independence
With the exception of providing third party assurance services, KMR is not involved in any other SK networks’s business operations that 

are aimed at making profit in order to avoid any conflicts of interest and to maintain independence.

June, 19th, 2020

CEO, Eunju Hwang
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MEMBERSHIP

PARTICIPANTS IN THE REPORT

Korea Exchange

Korea Investor Relations Service

Korea Listed Companies Association

Korea Fair Competition Federation

Korea Employers Federation

Korea Defense Industry Association

National Backup Power Federation

Korea Nurses Association

Korea International Trade Association

Korea Japan Economic Association

Energy & Mineral Resources Development Association of Korea

Korea Institute of Local Finance

Korea Electronics Recycling Cooperative

Korea Fire Safety Institute

Korea Tire Manufacturers Association

Korean Foundation for Quality

Korea Automobile Importers & Distributors Association

Korea Automobile Manufacturer Association

Busan Marine Industry Association

TEMOT International

Seoul Car Rental Association

Korea Rental Mutual-aid Association

Gwangjin-gu Integrated Military Defense Council

Gwangjin-gu Scholarship Committee

Gwangjin Sportal

Korea Hotel Association

Korea Tourism Association

Gwangjin-gu Cultural Center

Gwangjingu Chamber of Commerce & Industry

Korea food Service Industry Association

Firefighting and Disaster Prevention Council

Suwon Chamber of Commerce & Industry

Gyeonggi Chamber of Commerce & Industry

Korea Chamber of Commerce & Industry

Korea Brazil Society

Korea Electric Vehicle User Association 

Sharing Economy Association of Korea 

Hwasung Chamber of Commerce & Industry

Korea Personal Improvement Association

Korea Electric Engineers Association

The Organization of Consumer Affairs Professionals in Business

The Korea Energy Engineers Association

Korea Air Cleaning Association

Korea Water Purifier Industry Cooperative

Korea Energy Appliances Industry Association

Korea Standards Association

Korea Fire Protection Association

Korea Industrial Safety Association 

Electric Contractors’ Financial Cooperative

Korea Packaging Recycling Cooperative

Korea Plastic Packaging Container Association 

KANG SEUNG HYUN

KANG YE BYUL

GYE EUN YOUNG

KIM NAM WON

KIM DAE YUB

KIM DO HOON

KIM DONG YAN

KIM DONG HYUN

KIM SANG CHUL

KIM SU HUI

KIM SEUNG HYUN

KIM EUN JEONG

KIM JUN YUB

KIM JI EUN

KIM JI HYE

KIM JI HWAN

KIM CHAN SOO

KIM HAK RYUL

KIM HYUNG KWANG

KIM HONG CHUL

KIM HYO JEONG

NAM HYUN JEONG

PARK GWAN YOUNG

PARK MIN JEONG

PARK SANG BIN

PARK YOO MIN

PARK JEONG SUN

PARK JUN JEONG 

PARK JI WOONG

PARK JIN YOUNG

HAEK JIN WOO

SUNG NAK GYU

SONG WON HYO

SONG JA YOUNG

YANG TAE SEONG

OH EUN JOO

WANG TAE YOUNG

WOO YOON SUN

YOO DO HYUNG

YOON KWAN GI

LEE GUN SOO

LEE GYUNG HYUN

LEE MYUNG HWAN

LEE SUN

LEE SOO JUNG

LEE EUN BAN

LEE JAE SEONG

LEE JAE SEOK

LEE JEONG SUB

LEE CHANG MIN

LEE HYUN JEONG

LEE HYE BIN

LEE HUI YOON

IM HYUN WOO

JEONG SUNG MIN

JEONG SU JIN

JEONG WON GEUN

JEONG WON SIK

CHO SEUNG HYUN

CHO EUN JI

CHO JAE MIN

JIN SEONG

CHOI MI NA

CHOI IN BEOM

CHOI JI HYE

CHOI HAN GSEOK

PYO YOO LIM

HAN JEONG OK

HONG JUN EUI

HWANG JEONG HUI

HWANG JI HUI
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